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1 Introduction
The Pentalateral Forum has always been at the forefront of implementing solutions to strive towards the
Electricity Target Model and the full functioning of the electricity market. Demand Side Response is one
of the building blocks that still needs to be fully enabled, in order to come to a full level-playing field for
all types of flexibility and thus to lower the total cost of the system to the benefit of all consumers. The
purpose of the work done in Expert Group 2 is to identify the barriers and obstacles as well as solutions
that exist towards this goal of fully enabling Demand Side Response within the Penta-countries and
ensuring the right of every consumer to freely valorise his flexibility. On the level of the Penta-region,
important steps can still be made towards this goal, with also aspects clearly linked to cross-border issues,
developing models and solutions that are at least compatible and built upon the experience of other
Penta-countries. In a more ambitious and later phase, and to the benefit of efficiency of solutions for
individual consumers and especially consumers with facilities in several Penta-countries, an effort can and
should be made to evolve and harmonize as much as economically feasible the applied solutions, in order
to converge to a solution that would contribute to a fully integrated electricity market on a Penta-region
level, taking into account all effects on system efficiency.
Based on the work conducted in 2015-2016, resulting in the Technical Background Paper on Demand Side
Response, as well as the working paper of the Penta SGIII work for 2016-2017, the main request of the
Penta SGIII Presidency to Expert Group 2 (EG2) on Demand Side Response was to identify the main barriers
to the development of DSR in order to remove them and to have a clear definition of roles and
responsibilities of different actors within the Penta region (including new players). This can then be used
as input for roadmaps on Penta-level as well as in the different Penta-countries.
EG2 was asked to cover the following topics:
o
o
o

Roles & responsibilities in the wholesale market considering new players and national balancing
responsibility scheme
Interaction to roles & responsibilities in the domestic markets considering implicit as well as
explicit DSR (incl. role of network tariff)
Identify the main barriers and effects for harmonisation of roles & responsibilities and defining a
roadmap to remove these barriers in the PENTA region

During the course of the work of EG2, the European Commission published its proposal1 for a “Clean
Energy for All Europeans” Package2, in which it stipulates the right for all consumers to valorise their
flexibility via whichever party they choose. This can for example clearly be seen in Article 3 of the European
Commission’s proposal for a new Energy Directive3 on common rules for the internal market in electricity:
1

Some parts of the proposal of the European Commission are still heavily discussed and contested by some
stakeholders. As a result and because it is not a final text, the text does not bind any of the participants to the Penta
SGIII but are given as background as they provide the intention of the European Commission
2
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/commission-proposes-new-rules-consumer-centred-clean-energytransition
3

Proposal from the European Commission for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on common
rules for the internal market in electricity, COM/2016/0864 final/2 - 2016/0380 (COD) (http://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52016PC0864R%2801%29 )
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“Member States shall ensure that their national legislation does not unduly hamper […]
consumer participation including through demand–side response”
as well as in Article 13
“Member States shall ensure that, where a final customer wishes to conclude a contract
with an aggregator, such engagement shall not require the consent of the final
customer's supplier”

or even more explicitly in Article 17 on Demand Response
“Member States shall ensure that national regulatory authorities encourage final
customers, including those offering demand response through aggregators, to
participate alongside generators in a non-discriminatory manner in all organised
markets. Member States shall ensure that transmission system operators and
distribution system operators when procuring ancillary services, treat demand response
providers, including independent aggregators, in a non-discriminatory manner, on the
basis of their technical capabilities. Member States shall ensure that their regulatory
framework encourages the participation of aggregators in the retail market and that it
contains at least the following elements:
a) the right for each aggregator to enter the market without consent from other
market participants;
b) transparent rules clearly assigning roles and responsibilities to all market
participants;
c) transparent rules and procedures for data exchange between market
participants that ensure easy access to data on equal and non-discriminatory
terms while fully protecting commercial data;
d) aggregators shall not be required to pay compensation to suppliers or
generators;
e) a conflict resolution mechanism between market participants

Member States shall ensure access to and foster participation of demand
response, including through independent aggregators in all organised markets.
Member States shall ensure that national regulatory authorities or, where their
national legal system so requires, transmission system operators and distribution
system operators in close cooperation with demand service providers and final
customers define technical modalities for participation of demand response in
these markets on the basis of the technical requirements of these markets and the
capabilities of demand response. Such specifications shall include the
participation of aggregators”
5
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Based on the request from the Pentalateral Forum, taking into account the proposed Clean Energy for All
Europeans Package from the European Commission, and building upon the Technical Background Paper
on Demand Side Response of EG2 composed during 2015-2016, EG2 experts convened several times to
discuss the content and progress of this current working paper (2016-2017), both via telephone
conferences as well as physical meetings.
On top of the work done by the EG2 experts within the scope of the Penta-forum, a national process was
set up to work on a country description for each Penta country covering the current state of play of DSR
as well as ongoing discussions for (near-term and expected) evolutions. For this national work, an EG2
expert was designated as coordinator for each of the countries and the scope of participants was enlarged
to all stakeholder types in each of the countries, thus including input from representatives of national
regulators, TSOs, DSOs, (industrial) consumers, producers, suppliers, BRPs and (independent) aggregators.
In this document, a country description with respect to the state of play for Demand Side Response
participation to all markets and timeframes will be provided for each of the different Penta-countries, as
well as an overview of the applied solutions in the different Penta-countries in a single overview table.
Finally some general recommendations and conclusions and the start of a roadmap per Penta-country will
be added as input for the discussion on the level of the Pentalateral Energy Forum.
With respect to the specific topic of storage, the authors of this document consider storage to be one of
the sources of flexibility for the electricity system, next to Demand Side Response and flexible generation.
However, storage is not explicitly treated in this document, other than to the point that the consumption
part of storage is demand and can as such also deliver DSR.

Acknowledgment
EG2 would like to take this opportunity to thank all participants, both the EG2 experts as well as all other
stakeholders involved on the national level, for their commitment and input, achieving for the first time a
document containing a detailed current state of play for each of the countries taking into account the
input from all main stakeholders.

Disclaimer
The document reflects the consolidated views of the Expert Group, but not necessarily the positions of
each individual contributor.
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2 Description of the state of play of DSR in the different
Penta-countries4
2.1 Introduction
In this section, a schematic overview will be given of the extent to which certain markets are currently
open to DSR participation, if independent aggregation (not via the supplier) is possible and if and to what
extent solutions exist for the Transfer of Energy (ToE), covering how to neutralize the impact of DSR on
the consumer’s supplier and its BRP, and this both on the level of the transferred energy as well as the
remuneration for this energy. Furthermore, a very short description for each of the Penta countries will
be provided.

2.2 Austria
In Austria there are some independent aggregators active in the balancing market. Demand units are able
to participate without restrictions, and included in pools of aggregators as well as in former generation
only pools. This was supported by the NRA and the TSO through measures like grid tariff for demand units,
new prequalification rules without limits for size of units, lowered bidding sizes, shorter timeframes etc.
There is no differentiation between generation and demand, the online-monitoring of the TSO is not per
technical unit (data per technical unit need to be archived by BSP), therefore there is currently no exact
data of demand participation available, but it is expected to be at least 15% of activated negative
balancing energy in 2015. To support independent aggregation a standard contract between aggregators,
suppliers/BRPs and partly customers was developed. This avoids counter-activation of the involved BRP
and serves compensation.

2.3 Belgium
In Belgium, DSR is currently possible on a bilateral basis with the agreement of the supplier/BRP in the
day-ahead and intraday timeframes. In the balancing timeframes, some products are also open for
participation by DSR without the prior consent of the supplier/BRP, where compensation for the transfer
of energy is covered by the imbalance price remuneration. An adaptation to the Electricity Law with a
solution for Transfer of Energy is being discussed on the Federal level, which would allow DSR participation
to all timeframes via independent aggregation or direct participation of the consumer without the prior
consent of the supplier/BRP, allowing consumers on the federal grid to valorise their flexibility by
whichever party they chose. This solution consists of extending the current bilateral agreement model
with a centralized data management model for the ToE with a Flexibility Data manager (in casu the TSO).
The remuneration for the transferred energy towards the supplier will be defined either on a bilaterally
agreed contractual price (on aggregated level) between the FSP and the supplier or in case no agreement

4

Important to note is that neither the short descriptions nor the table are exhaustive and complete. For this purpose,
for each of the Penta-countries, a full country description is added in annex, containing the detailed national
descriptions that were composed and discussed on a national level and contain much more details and nuance, as
they provide the consensus view taking into account all the comments from the national participants.
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can be reached a standard formula, to be defined by the NRA CREG. Extending this model to the Belgian
regional level will still need to be done, discussions are ongoing on how to do this.

2.4 France
France has been implementing since 2007 an ambitious program to open the market to DSR. Today, DSR
can participate to wholesale day-ahead and intraday market (NEBEF), balancing market (mFRR, RR, free
bids), FCR (via a cross border weekly call for tender) and to aFRR (indirect access). Independent
aggregators (from BRP or supplier) are recognized in France: there is no need for consumers/aggregators
to contract with a BRP/supplier in order to trigger actions by the consumer (and in parallel, sell/buy energy
or ancillary services). The counterpart is that a payment has to be made to the supplier by the independent
aggregator for the energy bloc transferred from the balance perimeter of the BRP/supplier(that kept
unchanged its level of injection) to the balance perimeter of the aggregator in case of a curtailment.
Depending on the consumer providing DSR, this payment is done either by the consumer himself (central
settlement or also known in France as the “corrected model”) or by the independent aggregator through
the TSO (“regulated model”). Finally, aggregators and suppliers can find contractual arrangements to
manage DR actions in the supplier perimeter (“contractual model”).

2.5 Germany
Already today, balancing markets, intraday and day-ahead markets in Germany are open for DR, however
with the required consent from the supplier/BRP. To improve third-party aggregators’ access to flexibility
products and markets and to prepare the German electricity system for future challenges - imposed by
the so called “Energiewende” - a new guideline for independent aggregators5 is presently under review
by the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy and the German Regulatory Authority. The
guideline details the “corrected model” for the balancing markets aFRR and mFRR. It does not cover any
other market (e.g. intraday, day-ahead), where the third-party aggregator will still require the consent
from the supplier/BRP. Whilst some of the existing system services like grid reserve were explicitly
designed for contracting generation units it is unclear how upcoming segments like capacity reserve will
be designed to incorporate DR. However, there are special products created just for DR like the
interruptible loads program which was originally designed for large consumers connected to the high and
extra high voltage grid but has been gradually opened to smaller consumers and aggregators.

2.6

Luxembourg

The demand response market in Luxembourg has seen very little activity so far. Market actors are not
prevented to offer demand response on the intra-day and day-ahead markets, but the market activity is
limited. The role of aggregator is defined by law, but there is currently no regulatory framework in place
for aggregation. Luxembourgish market participants do also not have access to balancing markets as the
TSO Creos has subcontracted the sourcing of balancing services to the German TSO Amprion, and the
required technical procedures are currently not in place for Luxembourgish actors to bid on the German
balancing platform. Possibilities to facilitate access to markets for demand response – primarily through
a better access to German markets – are currently being assessed.

5

Banchenleitfaden: Regelleistungserbringung durch Drittpartei-Aggregatoren gem. § 26a StromNZV (05.12.2016)
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2.7 Netherlands
One important cornerstone of the Dutch market is that every customer (connection) is responsible for
arranging his energy position, except small customers where the supplier is obliged to take this
responsibility on board. Balancing (including FCR and mFRR), intraday and day-ahead markets in the
Netherlands are all open for demand response (DR). Furthermore, DR is facilitated through smart meter
allocation and effective pricing signals in the balancing market. Aggregation relies on consistent
contractual arrangements between consumer and supplier and between consumer and flexibility service
provider. Larger consumers can arrange their own balancing responsibility and sourcing on the wholesale
market or negotiate the terms and conditions of the use of their flexibility. A lot of different forms of
contracts exist, there is not a one-size-fits-all contract. Smaller consumers rely on offers developed by
various suppliers, and will select the most attractive (combination of) offer(s) for their specific situation
including the opportunity to market their flexibility. As a result of a consistent focus on market freedoms
and a clear division of responsibilities, the Dutch electricity markets (including retail) have reached a
significant level of maturity. As part of this DR has been developed from the beginning which resulted in
a competitive market with many new players, including aggregators. As part of this there are good
examples where aggregators have entered into agreements with customers to unlock their flexibility so
as to deliver ancillary services, while these customers have coordinated this with their supplier and the
TSO transparently accounts for any impact on balance position of the all parties involved6.
There is no separate FSP market role defined. An FSP must take up the role of a supplier or sign a bilateral
agreement with the supplier / BRP / customer on the connection. Both larger and smaller connections can
be settled based on the 15 min measurements of the meter. Separate metering (sub meters) can be used
to have more than one supplier / BRP per connection.

2.8 Switzerland
In Switzerland, there is no separate FSP market role defined. There also is no independent aggregator role
defined in the legislation.
In 2014, the TSO defined the processes for the concept of “virtual power plant” that allows pooling of
generation units belonging to different balancing groups to integrate the virtual power plants into the
ancillary services market. It is since then, that independent aggregators can participate in the balancing
market in Switzerland.

6

SEDC: The SEDC would like to point out that such volonary agreements from suppliers/BRPs to allow the customer
and his chosen aggregator to do business should always be possible. However, experience of SEDC members in
other countries including some PENTA countries, shows that a default framework is necessary in case voluntary
agreements are not reached.
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2.9 Overview table
Balancing

Solution
Energy

NA

Yes

Yes,
based
on
balancing energy
activated from TSO.

Yes,
based
agreement

Under discussion

Under discussion

yes

Yes (three different
models)

Under discussion:
corrected model

Under discussion:
corrected model

RR

Independent
aggregation?

Austria

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

Belgium

Yes

No

Yes

NA

NA

Yes, but no ToE
solution so no
independent
aggregation

Yes, but no ToE
solution so no
independent
aggregation

Yes

Yes,
for
products

France

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DSR tenders

11 GWh in 2016

Yes

yes

~ 70
MW

~10
MW

~500
MW

0
MW

1400 MW

Opened to DSR
since 1st January,
2017

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

Interruptible
loads

Yes

Yes

Germany

some

ToE:

1,7 GW

Yes

7

Capacity
Markets/Strate
gic Reserve

mFRR

Day Ahead

aFRR

Intraday

FCR

Other DSR
products

Capacity reserve is
planned to be open
for non-aggregated
DR in principle,
current draft design
is
aimed
at
generation

Regulatory
framework
discussion

under

Solution ToE:
Remuneration

on

Luxembo
urg

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

n/a

No
regulatory
framework in place
Linked
to
the
discussion on-going
in Germany

No

No

Netherla
nds

Yes

Yes

yes

NA

Passive
contribution
to balancing7

Yes

Yes

NA

Relies on consistent
contractual
arrangements
defined
by the
customer with one
or more balance
responsible parties
(for
instance,

To be defined in
agreements by the
customer
or
through separate
metering.

To be defined in
agreements by the
customer
or
through separate
metering.

See section 6.6.3.1. in the Dutch Country description
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supplier
and
aggregator) and/or
service providers.

Switzerla
nd

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes if included in
same BRP.

Yes if included in
same BRP.

No for third party
polling - missing
processes

No for third party
polling - missing
processes

N/A

Yes

Yes, schedule based
procedure
for
balancing.

Yes, similar to all
other participants

No for other market
segments
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3 Comparison of implemented and discussed models in
each Penta-country
A necessary condition to unlock the flexibility of the consumer and to allow him to valorise his flexibility
on the markets (“explicit DSR”), is the possibility to measure DSR, which requires a meter that allows to
measure consumption with a sufficient granularity8. Currently, this is already possible to a number of
consumers, mainly large consumers, who possess such a meter9. However, at this point a large part of
consumers is not yet able to unlock their potential for lack of such measurements.
According to most stakeholders10 in the Expert Group on Demand Side Response, allowing consumers to
value their DSR without prior agreement from their supplier/BRP is also a necessary additional measure
to unlock the full potential of DSR in all timeframes. Nevertheless, it might also be advisable to take into
account the cost-benefit analysis of an implementation. This was already identified in 2015-2016 in the
Penta Technical Background Paper on DSR as a barrier for the development of DSR in several markets. The
European Commission has also expressed its intention in their Clean Energy for All Europeans Package
proposal that it should be possible to conclude a contract without the consent of the final customer’s
supplier. In many Penta-countries the aggregator can still not have a contract for flexibility with a
customer, or sell this flexibility, without prior agreement with the affected supplier and/or his BRP, which
limits the freedom of a consumer to valorise his flexibility in the market.
Another way to develop DSR is to expose consumers to dynamic (price) signals, based on specific contracts
with their suppliers and the possibility and right to react to them, without prior agreement from their
supplier or any other actor (“implicit DSR”). A smart meter and settlement based on measured values is
also necessary in this case. It is important to note that both explicit and implicit DSR should be developed,
as they both bring value to the system but in different ways.

8

The discussion on the required granularity will not be covered in this paper, but is amongst others linked to the
discussion on the Imbalance Settlement Period (ISP).
9

Which can either be a meter provided by the system operator or a privately owned (sub)meter that is certified to
the adequate accuracy level.
10

In the Netherland, ACM, Energie Nederland, VEMW, Ministry of Economic Affairs and Tennet would like to add
that another important condition is the freedom of contract so that customers can value their flexibility with the
help of the best suitable market player. Since the customer has to arrange for his BR/energy position he can choose
to put it on the market through any combination of contracts. In case of two or more active service providers it is a
necessary condition that one way or another the Transfer of Energy and the remuneration for that Transfer is
handled to ensure consistency of BR.

12
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Figure 1 current market model, Source EG3 Report Smart Grid TF

The market models that are currently in place in all countries of the Penta Region all contain the following
market roles: Consumer, Supplier, Balance Responsible Party (BRP), DSO and TSO11. In some Penta
countries, the role of (Flexibility) Service Provider (FSP) is also already explicitly defined, which is a
prerequisite to allow for direct participation of consumers or independent aggregation of DSR potential.
Nevertheless, the possibility of third party aggregation or direct participation, both without the
involvement nor the prior agreement from the supplier, is not yet the case in each Penta country, and is
not as such currently under discussion in each of the Penta countries. Taking into account the current
proposals of the European Commission in the Clean Energy for all Europeans Package, it is very likely that
an FSP market role will be required, and will need to be defined in the near future.

Figure 2 possible market model, Source EG3 Report Smart Grid TF

As the Pentalateral Energy Forum has always taken a front runner approach in harmonising energy
markets to the largest possible extent, a position could also be taken in this domain, in order to unlock
the value of DSR in all timeframes and markets.

11

Some differences between the roles exist in the Penta-countries, like details of role of BRP, which may explain also
differences in the current frameworks.
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3.1 Comparison table of the different DSR models in the Penta
countries
For this part of the EG2 work, it was decided to evaluate the current and discussed models in each of the
Penta countries based upon the following list12 of ‘complexities’ or topics, in order to understand the
similarities as well as differences between the different market models in the Penta region. This table will
also allow all Penta Countries to see what has been implemented by the other countries in order to tackle
still existing gaps and issues, and allow for harmonization in the applied solutions13.
The selected seven scoring topics are of special importance related to the FSP role with particular focus
on the relationship between FSP (and his BRP) and the Supplier (and his BRP):
1.

Information exchange and confidentiality: finding a balance between transparency and
confidentiality

2.

Transfer of energy: how to neutralize the impact of DSR on the consumer’s Supplier and its BRP, and
this both on the level of the transferred energy as well as the remuneration for this energy

3.

Relationship between implicit and explicit Demand Response14: how to separate both impacts
unambiguously

12

This list is based on the list of the seven complexities as defined in "USEF: Work Stream on aggregator
implementation models". The report is about recommended practices and key considerations for a regulatory
framework and market design on explicit Demand Response. See "https://www.usef.energy/the-aggregatorworkstream-publishes-its-results/"
13

However, it has to be noted that the solutions need to be viewed within the light of the specificities of each of the
countries, and cannot necessarily be copied
14

As discussed in the 2015-2016 Penta Technical Background Paper on DSR, the following distinction (ACER)[?]
between implicit DSF and explicit DSF is made:
-

Implicit DSF encompasses response by customers to tariffs, whether supply or network tariffs, which vary by
time (…)

-

Explicit DSF encompasses arrangements where a customer makes an explicit change in demand in response
to an explicit request, and is specifically rewarded for the demand change.

In this document, a reference will only be made to DSR instead of DSF, as it is the active participation of the demand
side that is discussed and not just the capability to be flexible.
Consumers represent an important source of flexibility which can be used in different manners:
-

Implicit DSR encompasses consumers’ reactions to time-of-use prices (which are static); Real-time pricing
and Critical peak pricing. Such tariffs are capable not only of communicating scarcity in the supply of energy,
on different time-scales, but also the stress on transmission and distribution networks.

-

Explicit DSR encompasses consumers’ reactions to wholesale, balancing, congestion, and capacity market
signals. Consumers receive direct payments to change their consumption (or generation) patterns upon
request, triggered by, for example, actual imbalance prices, activation of balancing energy, differences in
electricity prices or a constraint on the network.

14
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4.

Baseline methodology: how to define appropriate baseline methodologies, roles and
responsibilities?

5.

Portfolio conditions: how to participate in TSO/DSO/BRP products through a portfolio?

6.

Measurement and validation: ensuring correct and trustworthy data

7.

Rebound effect15: can the BRP or Supplier be negatively impacted and if so, how can this be
compensated?

For the table below, differences will exist in the solutions for the participation of DSR that are applied or
discussed for different types of consumers. A first row with the applicable categorization is added.
Important to note is that this categorization is not the same in each of the Penta-countries and that also
the threshold between TSO and DSO grids differs according to the Penta-country.

15

Activation of DSR can trigger side effect on the sites’ consumption, such as “rebound effect”, “under-consumption”
and “postponed consumption”. Rebound effect refers to a power effect which is very quick and appears just after
DSR. This effect could be followed by an “under-consumption” of the sites. The postponed energy is the part of DSR
energy that is consumed after the DSR in order to compensate the effect of DSR on the consumer. Those effects will
vary according to the sites attributes (residential, industrial, ...).

15
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3.2 Country overview:
Belgium16

Austria
Segmentation
between user
types

There is a
contractual
framework
which is
targeted at
larger
connections
but there is no
barrier to use it
also for smaller
connections

1.

2.Cat1:
consumer has
a passthrough
agreement
with his
supplier/BRP
or is his own
BRP
3.Cat2:
Consumer is
TSOconnected
4.Cat3:
Consumer is
DSOconnected
but equipped
with smart
meter and/or
submeters
5.Cat4:
Consumer is
DSOconnected

France

Germany17

Luxemburg18

Netherlands

Switzerland

Not foreseen.

TBD

There is only a
segmentation
between
Larger
connections (>
3x80A) which
are measured
by a
commercial
metering
company and
smaller
connections
which are
measured by
the DSO.

Not foreseen

There is no
separate FSP
market role
defined. A FSP
be an
integrated
supplier-BRP,
BRP, or an
individual
customer. If

16

Based on the current proposal from CREG. Important to note is that for Category 1 and certain balancing products, participation without the discussed solution
for ToE solution is already possible, but then without independent aggregation
17

In large parts based on the current proposal by different German stakeholders which is currently under review by the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Energy and the German Regulatory Authority: Branchenleitfaden: Regelleistungserbringung durch Drittpartei-Aggregatoren gem. § 26a StromNZV (05.12.2016).
18

Analysis of the implementation of DSR is being carried out. Luxembourg is analysing a possible participation in the Germany Market.
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without smart
meter nor
submeters

1.Information
exchange and
confidentiality

The
Contractual
framework
defines the role
of an FSP on a
voluntary basis.
The contract is
signed
between FSP,
Supplier and
BRP and is for
balancing. If no
contract is
signed the NRA
tries to resolve
the dispute.
The TSO does a
prequalification

Bilateral model,
with a fall-back
contractual
model with
centralized data
management
model19 with a
central
Flexibility Data
Manager
(FDM);
information
exchange with
suppliers and
their BRPs
would happen
on an
aggregated

the FSP is
active in the
balancing
market he has
to deal with
BR. Both
larger and
smaller (in the
near future)
connections
can be settled
based on the
15 min
measurements
of the meter.
The supplier and
the BRP do not
know on which
connections the
aggregator is
active. However,
they are
informed of DR
actions in their
perimeter at an
aggregated level
(volume and
time).

The
supplier/BRP is
informed that
an aggregator is
active on a
specific
connection.

TBD

Since there is
no separate
FSP role
defined, the
information
exchange is a
bilateral
agreement
between FSPs
and
Customers /
Suppliers /
BRPs. There is
no
confidentiality
for the FSP.

The supplier
is
not
informed

19

The centralized data management model is put in place to facilitate the ToE. Market participants not requiring the confidentiality offered by this model will
nevertheless be allowed to conclude bilateral contracts and execute a transfer of energy, e.g. via the HUB, without using the services of the FDM.
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of the DR units
for balancing in
the same way
as for all units.
Realtime data
exchange of
activated
volumes
(aggregated
per BRP) is
implemented
to avoid
counteractivation of
involved BRP.

2.1. Transfer of
Energy: Energy
flows

The correction
of the
perimeter is
done after real
time by
involved
parties (ex post
nominations)

level, thus
respecting
confidentiality
Upon approval
of the ToE
modification to
the Electricity
Law, TSO will
act as FDM
ensuring proper
information
flows between
suppliers and
independent
Balancing
Service
Providers
facilitating the
financial
compensation
between both
parties. The
discussion is
still on-going on
how the
TSO/DSO
integration
should work.
1.

2.Cat1:
Negotiated
contractual
agreement
3.Cat2: For
some specific
balancing
products, an

The perimeter
of the
consumer’s BRP
is corrected to
take into
account DR and
to neutralize the
impact of DR in

Schedules have
to be exchanged
between the
supplier/BRP
and aggregator
which reflect
the transfer of
energy from one

TBD

Must be based
on a bilateral
agreement
between FSP
and Customer
/ supplier(s) /
BRP(s).

The energy is
settled
centrally.
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based on
energy
activated for
balancing by
the TSO

uncorrected
model is
used,
awaiting
approval of
the ToE
modification
to the
Electricity
Law. As soon
as the Elia bid
ladder
platform is in
place, it will
however
already be
possible for
aggregators
to participate
with ToE, but
only executed
via bilaterally
negotiated
agreements

the BRP
perimeter.

balancing group
to the other
(corrected
model).
1. Balance group
settlement from
the
supplier/BRP to
the independent
aggregator.
2. Baseline
information
from the
independent
aggregator to
the
supplier/BRP.

4.Cat3: For
some specific
balancing
products, an
uncorrected
model is
used,
awaiting
approval of
the ToE
modification
to the
Electricity
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Law and
extension of
this to the
DSO level. As
soon as the
Elia bid ladder
platform is in
place, it will
however
already be
possible for
aggregators
to participate
with ToE, but
only executed
via bilaterally
negotiated
agreements
5.Cat4: Not
possible
2.2. Transfer of
Energy:
Monetary flows

Based on
agreement

1.

2.Cat1:
Negotiated
contractual
agreement
3.Cat2: Bilateral
financial
compensation
model
between FSP
and supplier
 Bilaterally
negotiated, if
no bilateral
agreement is
reached
standard

Three models
exist :
1) contractual
model
(monetary flows
are set by the
contract
between the
aggregator and
the supplier)
2) corrected
model for
consumers (i)
connected to
the transport

The
supplier/BRP is
compensated by
the consumer
for the transfer
of energy at the
price for regular
energy delivery
defined in the
delivery
contract
(corrected
model).

TBD

Must be based
on a bilateral
agreement
between FSP
and Customer
/ supplier(s) /
BRP(s).

Similar to
other
participants
in the
balancing
market –
central
settlement
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price formula
(pending
approval of
the proposed
modification
of the
Electricity
Law)
4.Cat3: Similar,
if ToE solution
extended to
DSO grids
5.Cat4: Not
possible

grid and (ii) to
the distribution
grid, with a
contractual
power > 36 kVA,
and a contract
for the
distribution grid
access (big
consumers on
the distribution
grid)
The corrected
model principle
is to correct the
consumption
curve sent to
the supplier
with DR, in
order for the
supplier to be
able to invoice
energy
consumed and
energy not
consumed due
to DR
3) Regulated
model for other
consumers
(smaller ones on
the distribution
grid). The price
paid by the
aggregator to
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the supplier is
set by the TSO.
3.Relationship
between
implicit
and
explicit DSR

4.Baseline
methodology

There are no
restrictions. A
night day tariff
is common and
from Feb. 2018
it is also
possible for
smaller
connections to
have a 15 min
tariff. The
contractual
framework for
flexibility does
not make a
exemption for
connections
with ToU
tariifs, but the
concept needs
to be sound for
prequalification
by TSO.
No general
methodology is
in place this is
evaluated on
an individual
basis. (e.g.
average over a
specified
period).

•

• Participation
to explicit
DSR depends
on the above
and is
currently
handled at
the product
level during
pre-for
balancing
products

Implicit DR due
to specific
supply contracts
(dynamic
tariffs…) do not
participate to
the markets and
is valued
directly on the
supplier
portfolio?

ToU in
combination
with explicit DR
is possible.

TBD

Must be based
on a bilateral
agreement
between FSP
and Customer
/ supplier(s) /
BRP(s). In case
of an energy
position for
the FSP
separate
metering is
used.

Both is
possible

Based on (i)
consumption
before/after DR,
(ii) consumption
forecasts (for
transport grid
consumers and
distribution grid
consumers with
a telemetered
consumption),

A setpoint is
used.

TBD

No
standardised
baseline is
defined. This
has to be
based on a
bilateral
agreement
between FSP
and Customer
/ supplier /

A set-point is
used

• Implicit DSR
only possible
for Cat1, 2 , 3
insofar these
consumers
are exposed
to dynamic
market prices
and allowed
to react to
them
All volumes are
allocated to the
perimeter of a
BRP, either the
BRP-FSP or the
BRP-supplier.
Any deviation
to the
requested DSR
volume will be

aFRR:
Alternative A:
The setpoint is
determined by
updating the
planned value
by a symmetric
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allocated to the
concerned BRP.
For Cat1, this is
done on a
contractually
negotiated
basis. For the
other
categories and
specific
balancing
products,
different
baselines are
applied: FCR is
flat based on
last 20 sec
average, mFRR
is flat based on
the last ISP(15
min) prior to
activation
request or X
from Y (choice
of provider,
Strategic
reserve is x of y
method
5.Portfolio
conditions

The contractual
framework is
intended for
balancing
products (aFRR
and mFRR). It is
not yet used
for intraday or

Portfolio
approach is
applicable to all
products and
markets.

(iii) historical
consumption(for
transport grid
consumers and
distribution grid
consumers with
a telemetered
consumption), .
Other
methodologies,
as statistical
ones, are
currently
studied)

ramp around
the quarterhour change
which is either
defined by an
interval or a
constant
gradient.

BRP. The
buyer (e.g. for
balancing the
TSO) needs to
define the
baseline
methodology.
In case of an
energy
position for
the FSP
separate
metering is
used.

Alternative B:
The setpoint is
the continuous
5min-forecast
(“vorauseilender
Arbeitspunkt”).
mFRR: The
setpoint is the
consumption at
time of
activation.

Participation of
the wholesale
market (NEBEF),
balancing
market (mFRR,
RR, FCR), and
indirectly to
aFRR through

DR-aggregation
through a
supplier/BRP is
allowed in the
balancing
markets (FCR,
aFRR, mFRR),
the intraday and

N.A.

The normal
portfolio
condition
(balancing
rules) apply.
The NL
balancing
market is

The
aggregator
can
participate in
the balancing
market. The
rules for the
participation
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day-ahead
products.
There is no
limitation of
aggregation

secondary
market (demand
response actors
have to sign a
bilateral
contract with
mandatory
participants
(generators), to
sell them their
products

day ahead
markets and the
interruptible
loads program.
The capacity
reserve is still
being designed.
In its current
form DR cannot
participate on a
level playing
field with
generation.

based on
portfolio
bidding. There
are no
separate
arrangements
for
aggregation as
portfolio
bidding is per
definition
aggregation.
Products:
wholesale
market and
balancing
market
(passive
contribution
of BRP
portfolios,
aFRR, FCR).

The
independent
aggregator as
detailed in the
current proposal
(see footnote
17) is only
foreseen to act
on the aFRR and
mFRR markets.
6.Measurement
and validation

The
requirements
for the
balancing
products come
from the TSO.
TSO may
request submetering. The
measurements
per technical
unit are
archived and

For Cat1, this
can be
bilaterally
negotiated.

At the transport
grid level, meter
is provided by
the TSO.

Within the
discussed ToE
solution, a
central model
for activated
and transferred
flexibility
volumes, for
perimeter

At the
distribution grid
level, priority is
given to the
DSO’s meter,
but if not
available (for
consumers
without

For the
metering of the
overall
consumption,
there is always a
default
metering
company (often
the DSO) and a
free commercial
metering
company

in the
intraday
market are
not defined.

Metering
and meter
data
collection
and
validation is
done by the
DSO

For larger
connections
the
measurement
is done by
commercial
metering
company.
Values are
collected by
the DSO.

Metering and
measurement
methodology
is defined by
the TSO
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only the
aggregation is
sent to the TSO
in realtime
based on
aggregation
rules.

correction and
flexibility
activation
verification is
applied.

telemetered
consumption), it
is possible to
use aggregator’s
data.

available to
choose from.

An important
issue in France
at the moment.
Will be taken
into account in
the financial
flows between
aggregators and
suppliers.

Initially (i.e. the
first 1.5 years
after
implementation
of the currently
discussed
proposals for
independent
aggregation),
technical units
expected to
exhibit a
rebound effect

For balancing
products,
submetering is
allowed across
all products for
TSO connected
assets. For DSO
assets the
discussion is
ongoing.

For smaller
connections
the metering
is done by the
DSO. The
meter is
provided and
read by the
DSO also the
sub meters.

For DR in
balancing
markets (FCR,
aFRR and
mFRR), TSOapproved submetering is
done by the
aggregator.

Meters are
either supplied
by system
operators or
need to comply
with
prequalification
requirements.
7.Rebound
effect

Evaluated on
an individual
basis

Not an issue in
Belgium at the
moment.
CREG made a
statement on
this in its study,
in case a
rebound-effect
can be
discerned: If it
occurs outside
the activation

Rebound effect
has been
studied in 2015-

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
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period of the
flexibility, it
cannot be
solved by the
market model
and falls under
the contractual
arrangements
between the
initial consumer
and his
supplier. If
however it
occurs during
the activation
period, the FSP
has to
guarantee that
the delivered
volume of
flexibility in his
portfolio does
not violate the
contractual
commitments
vis-à-vis the
buyer of the
flexibly and this
for the entire
duration of the
activation
period.

20

2016 and results
have been
published in
March 2016 in a
public report20

are limited to
100MW per
independent
aggregator
across all
control areas.
There is no ToE
foreseen, i.e.
the supplier has
to deal with the
possible
consequences
of a rebound.
The rebound
effect is to be
studied and
further
decisions to be
taken in the
future.

http://www.rte-france.com/sites/default/files/rapport_report_complet_vdiff.pdf
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3.3 Market models
In some countries in the Penta region there already is a separate flexibility service provider market role
implemented. Other countries are in the process of defining the flexibility service provider market role
and in some countries it is only possible for a flexibility service provider to become a supplier or to sell
services to a supplier. If the flexibility service provider role is a separate market role it is possible that the
flexibility service provider is linked to its own BRP or that the actions of a flexibility service provider result
in a change of the portfolio of the BRP of the supplier.
Based on USEF21 the following distinction between possible market models22 is proposed:

Independent Aggregators

Figure 3 USEF market model principles

Short model description:
•

Integrated - / Broker model: there is no separate market role (needed) for an FSP. The FSP has
the option to become a supplier (integrated model) or to become a service provider for the
supplier (broker model)

21

USEF is a market model framework (www.usef.energy). The USEF initiative is an industry initiative. The USEF
framework is an add-on, on top of the existing market model, to enable a new market role called aggregator. It also
incorporates a mechanism for the DSO to solve predicted congestions through a market based solution. Currently
the investigation is ongoing of how to implement an aggregator role independent from the supplier and BRP role.
22

For the purpose of this document, “aggregator” in this picture is to be read as “FSP”
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•

Contractual model: the FSP signs a contract with the customer and with the supplier / BRP at the
connection. The actions of the FSP result in changes in the portfolio of the BRP of the supplier.
• Uncorrected model: in the uncorrected model the FSP signs a contract with the customer but not
with the supplier / BRP. The actions of an FSP at the connection have an effect on the portfolio
of the BRP but the effect is not neutralized23. Financial compensation is organized bilaterally
between BRP-Supplier and Supplier.
• Corrected model: in the corrected model the meter reading is corrected by the amount of
flexibility which is activated by the FSP. The customer pays the amount of energy to the supplier
based on the corrected meter reading value. The FSP settles the amount of energy with the
customer based on the difference between the real meter reading value and the corrected meter
reading value. Financial compensation of the Supplier is organised via the customer at the
customer’s retail rate.
• Central settlement: in the central settlement model the amount of flexibility which is activated
at the connection of the customer is financially compensated between Supplier and FSP via an
intermediate party (TSO).
It is important to note that all models in the left column of the above illustration can hamper the
development of independent aggregation, since they all require a contract with and hence consent of the
supplier/BRP. This is not the case for the right column, where no contract between FSP and supplier/BRP
is required24, which facilitates the development of independent aggregation.
A first attempt to categorize the different countries in the Penta region is done below:
•

•

•

Austria: a separate market role is created for the aggregator. The aggregator signs a contract with
the Supplier / BRP at the connection. Up until now all potential conflicts resulting from a
supplier/BRP to sign such a contract could be solved between market parties, sometimes through
change of supplier. NRA would support if requested from one of parties
Belgium: An independent Flexibility Service Provider role has been created, allowing for
independent aggregation as well as direct participation by consumers. A change of the electricity
Law that will allow the transfer of energy to be compensated directly between FSP and Supplier
based on aggregated flexibility volumes provided by the TSO (in its role as Flexibility Data
Manager) is currently being discussed. The Belgian model will consist after this legal modifciation
of a bilateral contractual model, with a fall-back solution with centralized data management by
the TSO in case no bilateral agreement can be reached. In such case, there can be either an agreed
contractual price for the ToE or a default price formula. In the meantime the uncorrected model
is used and has allowed DSR participation in certain segments of the balancing market to grow
substantially in the last few years
France: Independent aggregator role is implemented. For consumers on the TSO grid and big
consumer on the DSO grid, the corrected model is implemented (the consumption curve is
corrected by the TSO as if DSR had not been activated, the supplier invoices the energy consumed
and not consumed), and for the other consumers (residential, small industrial and tertiary
consumers), the central settlement model (so-called regulated model) is implemented (the
payment is done by the independent aggregator through the TSO, which collects the payment

23

This model is useful when the activation is seldom and the amount of energy is low. This is usually the case with
capacity reserves. The reserves are usually seldom activated and when they are activated the activation duration is
usually rather short.
24

However, for example in Austria independent aggregation happens, but with a contract (standard contract)
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•

•

•

•

and gives it back to the supplier. The price at which the supplier is remunerated is fixed by the
TSO, according to a defined methodology).
Germany: Currently, the dual-BRP contractual model is in place, but the introduction of the
corrected model is being discussed. In the foreseen design schedules have to be exchanged
between the supplier/BRP and aggregator which reflect the transfer of energy from one balancing
group to the other. Furthermore, the supplier/BRP is compensated by the consumer for the
transfer of energy at the price for regular energy delivery defined in the delivery contract
Luxembourg: the role of aggregator exists in the law, but the practical implementation is still
unclear at this stage, as no detailed legal provisions exist, and no aggregator is active in the
Luxembourgish market. Initiatives to draft a DSR model are ongoing, involving different
stakeholders.
Netherlands: Currently the role of independent aggregator is not defined by law. Any market
party (including new actors as aggregators) can obtain the necessary license to supply households
and or become a Balancing Responsible Party active in the Dutch market. These possibilities range
from taking up the Supplier role [integrated model], make arrangements with the consumer and
his original supplier [contractual model], become a service provider for the supplier [broker
model] or directly for the customer [ESCO] or can take up the role as second supplier on a
connection with the help of submeters (in process by the NRA). Usually market parties interested
in unlocking the customer’s flexibility request a supplier license at the NRA and / or become a
balance responsible party25..
Switzerland: an independent aggregator market role was not defined by law but created in
practice. An aggregator can create a virtual power plant which is treated as one unit. The
settlement of the energy from the virtual power plant is settled centrally. [Central settlement by
the TSO

4 Barriers and obstacles to the development of DSR
A wide range of barriers and obstacles for the development of DSR in the Penta-region still exists26. This
topic was extensively covered during the work of the Penta SGIII over the course of 2015-2016 and was
presented in the Penta Technical Background Paper on DSR of the Penta Flexibility Work Stream. The full
text on the barriers and obstacles has been added in the Barriers and obstacles to the development of DSR
in the Penta-Region based on the Penta Technical Background Paper on Demand Response (2016)27
section of this document. A short and non-exhaustive overview of the most important remaining barriers,
obstacles and open issues identified at that point in that document are shown here:
1. The need for scarcity prices
2. The need to enable consumers to react to prices through implicit DSR
3. The need for a clear market framework for explicit DSR
•

25
26

Ownership of flexibility and market constraints

SEDC would like to emphasise that the supply market should not be confused with the DR market
These might differ between Penta-countries, based on the diverging evolution of DSR in each of the countries

27

No changes or updates have been done towards the barriers and obstacles identified in the Technical Background
Paper
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•

Consumers should be able to valorise their flexibility

•

Transfer of energy and impact on balancing responsibility

•

Lack of clear definitions on roles and responsibilities of flexibility service providers

•

DSOs and TSOs should work in close cooperation

4. The need for non-discriminatory access to all markets
•

DSR should be allowed in all market time frames and all regulated products:

•

Barriers to aggregation should be abolished

•

Discrimination between generation, load and storage in product requirements

•

DSOs should be allowed to purchase flexibility to solve congestion problems

5. The need for a long-term regulatory framework at EU-level
•

Lack of consistency between legislations/regulations & lack of harmonization of (national)
grid codes

•

Lack of cross-border competition

6. Other barriers
•

Insufficient awareness & forward visibility & regulatory uncertainty

•

Lack of incentives for upward participation in flexibility

•

Lack of a framework for accounting the full (reservation and activation) cost of flexibility
products in regulated products

5 The specific case for storage: Issues to be treated for
the development of storage as flexibility instrument
As stated before, with respect to the specific topic of storage, the authors of this document consider
storage to be one of the sources of flexibility for the electricity system, next to Demand Side Response
and flexible generation. The topic of storage has, as already been described, not discussed in depth by the
members of this expert group and should be further discussed with the input and viewpoints of all
stakeholders.
Below an overview is provided based on input received from EASE, the European Association for Storage
of Energy, on the major topics that still need to be treated in order to allow the development of the
potential of storage as a flexibility instrument. According to EASE, some barriers remain and, as more and
more storage devices are deployed in the energy system, new hurdles will appear that will need to be
tackled.
The views of many of the stakeholders diverge on several of the topics mentioned below. These should
thus be considered as a starting point for a discussion on the specific case for storage.
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The non-exhaustive list of topics28 includes:
•

•

•
•

•

Ownership of energy storage applications, specifically but not limited to the ownership of energy
storage by regulated entities. For energy storage applications deemed to be market services, e.g.,
arbitrage, only market players should be allowed to own or operate energy storage facilities for
their provision. The market should reflect the system needs, which would provide for efficient
solutions. A discussion is amongst others still on-going on the ownership of energy storage by
regulated entities (e.g., for the provision of system services) in the absence of competitive supply.
Regulatory barriers:
o A robust and broad definition of energy storage is needed, amongst other also allowing
cross-sectorial interfaces (e.g. electricity “in” and heat, gas or fuel “out). The definition
should reflect all types and applications of energy storage and not only traditional
technologies and uses, such as pumped hydro storage or batteries, in order to allow for
the development of new technologies. A definition has been proposed by the European
Commission in its “Clean Energy for All Europeans” Package.
o EASE also pleads for a separate asset class for storage, along with generation,
transmission & distribution, and consumption, in order to create a level playing field.
o No provisions may hamper stacking of different services that can be provided by storage,
which can be provided to one or several entities.
o European Network Codes should not hamper the application of storage. Potentially, a
specific network code for storage should be developed, for example taking into account
the implications of the limited energy reservoir of storage.
o The market design must create a level-playing field and be technology neutral for the
provision of (system) services.
Cross border trade: Storage should, just as any other source of flexibility, be able to take part in
cross border trade.
Grid costs and taxation: Discussions and debates are on-going on the way and extent to which
storage should contribute to grid cost and taxation (e.g. levies and surcharges). Viewpoints
between stakeholders vary widely on this subject. As a consequence, no position can be presented
here.
EASE also pleads for a fair recognition of storage in the planning tools used by system operators
for grid investment.

6 Recommendations and roadmaps
6.1 Recommendations
Over the course of the work conducted for this document, it has become clear that the Penta-countries,
insofar that DSR is already explicitly being treated, have developed different models and solutions for DSR
participation to cope with specific issues and problems, tailor-made to take into account the specific
(historical) situation and specificities of the national electricity markets. This divergence is clearly
observable in the country descriptions and the country overview. Even attempting to cluster the applied
solutions is tricky and difficult, as the devil lies in the details and such aggregation negates the often
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Inspired by input received from EASE, redacted to the scope of this document. The views expressed here do not
necessarily reflect the position of EASE.
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important impact of aforementioned specificities of the national electricity markets. Hence it is very
difficult to draw general solutions that could apply to the entire Penta region.
However, and as already identified in the Penta Technical Background Paper on DSR (2016), for DSR to
develop properly in the Penta countries, the following elements need to coincide: (1) a well-functioning
market with competition driving investments (in generation or demand-response capacity), without
market distortions by government intervention; (2) no (unused) (over)capacity should be imposed to the
system29,30; and (3) every consumer must have the right to valorise his flexibility31,32 on his own or via a
service provider of his choice and without prior consent of his supplier33; while (4) a clear definition of the
role and the responsibility of the BRP is essential34. The following points were listed in the Technical
Background Paper to be addressed in the Penta-region: (1) Integrate markets to the full extent; (2) find
ways to guarantee end consumers the right to valorise their flexibility without any barriers imposed by

29

This can increase the system cost while at the same time reducing scarcity and scarcity price signals, thus
cannibalizing demand response. The overall cost of non- or very unfrequently used capacity will create an extra
burden to energy consumers as compared to a system with built-in flexibility for keeping the balance between supply
and demand.
30

with the exception of reserve capacity which is relevant for overall system security, insofar the TSOs have justified
the necessity of such reserve to the relevant authorities
31
in the market or by participating in grid operator programs (e.g. balancing, strategic reserve, …) or enter into any
form of commercial contract; neither his supplier nor any other actor should be able to prohibit him from doing so
32

Under condition of a correct ToE solution for both the energy and the neutralization of the balancing impact on
the energy supplier. System operators could limit the scope for flexibility based on justified technical reasons
33

in the market or by participating in grid operator programs (e.g. balancing, strategic reserve, …) or enter into any
form of commercial contract; neither his supplier nor any other actor should be able to prohibit him from doing so
34

Every BRP must at any time match his electricity sold with his electricity sourced (generation + hedging + demand
response) to maintain system balance.
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external parties35; and (3) Facilitate participation of end consumers in day ahead, intraday, balancing and
other near-real-time markets36.
Harmonization of the national DSR solutions of the different Penta-countries should not be a goal in itself,
but a mean towards establishing a truly integrated electricity market. The possibility for flexibility from
DSR to participate in all timeframes is an important enabler to a more flexible and robust electricity system
while increasing competition in order to lower the total system cost to the benefit of all consumers.
The overall message is that the Penta-members, based on the compilation of the current and discussed
state of affairs with respect to DSR in this document, can learn from the efforts and experiences from the
other Penta-members. The volumes of DSR in certain timeframes and markets that can already be
observed in a number of Penta-countries (e.g. France, Belgium, Germany, Austria) show that if sufficient
barriers and obstacles are removed and DSR participation is actively enabled, flexibility from DSR will be
offered and contribute to the stability of the system. The goal is now to take the lessons learned and
extend the DSR participation to all timeframes and markets in all Penta-countries, in line with the Clean
Energy for All Europeans Package, to the benefit of all consumers.

6.2 Roadmaps
6.2.1 Austria
In Austria the basis for using flexibility of all interested customers in balancing is implemented and in
operation with good experiences, still additional measures may be taken in future for improvement, e.g.:
optimisation of (real time) data exchange between DSO, TSO and other market participants, especially to
on one hand support pooling of units from 3rd party aggregation and on the other hand cover the needs
of DSOs and BRPs, enhancement of data exchange for smooth market operation (and in future maybe
system operation) like harmonisation of (aggregated) exchange of schedules for activation in other
balancing perimeters, enhancement of market rules/grid codes (e.g. new arrangements regarding
35

This would require: Establishing competition in all the segments of the end consumer market in all Member States,
in order to allow the consumer to contract with suppliers allowing them to valorise their flexibility with the
(contractual) counterparty of their choice. As long as sufficient competition is not yet established in all countries and
all customer segments, legal and regulated means need to be put in place to allow consumers to valorise their
flexibility, such as a legally recognized right of valorisation of his flexibility for the consumer; a solution for the
transfer of energy issue (preferably harmonized over the Penta-region, to leverage solutions); free choice for the
consumer to offer DSR either directly or through an FSP of its own choice.
36

Under the principle that a MW is a MW, whatever the origin (flexible generation, DSR or storage), on a level-playing
field (e.g. also related to the total cost approach for the merit order); Facilitate the designation of multiple BRPs per
connection, for example where one BRP takes care of the baseload imbalances related to the “normal’” consumption
of the consumer and a different BRP can become active whenever flexibility is activated. This different BRP is the
one who takes the imbalance of the flexibility activation in his perimeter. This would allow more parties, such as
even for example the consumer himself to assume the full role of BRP with all its obligations but only for a more
limited volume (the volume of the activated flexibility) and during a limited number of hours (the hours when the
flexibility is activated), thus reducing the (financial and economic) burden of becoming a BRP for actors currently not
assuming BRP responsibilities (including the consumer himself). This could increase competition and might facilitate
participation of consumers to DSR.
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independent aggregation currently in contracts between market parties). If in low voltage grids measured
values of power will be used for grid tariff the grid tariff for balancing would be needed to be applied also
in low voltage grids. Possibilities and conditions for enhanced use of flexibility, e.g. for other markets and
for the grid, may be further optimised in future to achieve maximum benefit. Also implementation of CEP
may make adaptions necessary.

6.2.2 Belgium
For Belgium, the most important elements of the roadmap to allow all consumers to valorise their
flexibility by whichever party they chose and unlock the full potential of DSR still requires at least following
steps to be achieved:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Modification of the federal Electricity Law to implement a solution for the Transfer of Energy
as an alternative to the current bilateral model which requires prior consent from the
supplier/BRP;
For all consumers in the DSO-grids, preferably the same or an at least compatible solution
between all regions and the federal level must be implemented;
Adaptation or abolishment of certain system constraints which hamper the level playing field
between generation and DSR, such as for example minimum bid size and duration of
activation for participation in balancing products;
Network tariffs must be conceived (or modified) to enable market access for DSR; at least
they must not hinder DSR participation in the system (e.g. related to the rebound effect,
where peak tariffs can penalize (industrial) consumers who want to catch up with production
loss after activation of their flexibility);
Transparency and Information: Consumers should have access to all essential information
(e.g. metering data), which also includes the right to a (smart) meter capable of measuring
their consumption with sufficient granularity for DSR participation;
Awareness of all consumers and visibility of the available flexibility in their consumption
pattern, in order to enable them to valorise this flexibility in the market

6.2.3 France
Through the decree “programmation pluriannuelle de l’énergie”37(published Q4 2016), the French
government clearly target a volume of DSR of 5 GW to be reached by 2018, and 6 GW by 2023. This will
be supported mainly by call for tenders, whose tenders specifications will be improved (a close work
between all actors is done every year for that). NEBEF rules and Balancing rules are going to be improved
as well, to take into account new methodologies of control and measure of the curtailed load, and
minimum bid size to participate in a market for instance.

37

https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/eli/decret/2016/10/27/DEVR1619015D/jo
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6.2.4 Germany
Germany is currently in the process of improving third-party aggregators’ access to flexibility products and
markets with the help of a new guideline for independent aggregators38 which is presently under review
by the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy and the German Regulatory Authority. The
guideline introduces the “corrected model” for the balancing markets aFRR and mFRR. Once the new role
and responsibilities of the independent aggregator are established in these two markets, experience of
accommodating a larger share of DR can be gained. This includes, but is not limited to, the consequences
and development of the rebound effect which are still uncertain. Depending on the experience gained,
Germany could investigate the possibility of opening up further markets to the independent aggregator,
e.g. intraday and day-ahead markets. Of course, this should include a holistic assessment of the electricity
system, but should also consider the different stakeholders’ point of view.
The German Regulatory Authority is also considering making some adjustments to the German balancing
services market design in the near future in order to facilitate access to the markets for small producers
and new technologies. These changes include the shortening of the contract duration of aFRR products
and the increase of the frequency of the tendering auctions in both aFRR and mFRR markets. Another step
considered is the adjustment of the rules for the minimum bid size.
Additionally, grid tariffs could be reviewed and adapted to support DR to evolve where it is needed the
most and, at the same time, to induce a cost-efficient development of the grid. This could, for example,
be achieved by dimensioning the grid tariff according to the contracted peak capacity and not the actual
consumption peak as it is currently the case in Germany.
Finally, consumer awareness on DR opportunities could be fostered.

6.2.5 Luxembourg
Luxembourg is still in a very early stage of DSR market development. Explicit DSR services are currently
not provided from demand side market participants in Luxembourg, mainly due to their lack of access to
short term markets. A first priority should hence be to ensure demand side assets located in Luxembourg
can access balancing market. With respect to implicit DSR, adaptations both on the technical and
regulatory side could help developing the market.
An indicative roadmap to develop DSR in Luxembourg would include the following elements:
•
•
•
•

38

Assess the technical, economic and legal barriers to participation of Luxembourgish customers
on German balancing markets.
Set up technical means for market actors to participate in German balancing markets from
Luxembourg
Assess and address remaining potential markets barriers for DSR on the day ahead and intraday
market stemming from the need for BRPs to coordinate between Luxembourgish and German
markets / balancing zones.
Clarify regulatory framework for Flexibility service providers (FSP):
o Analyse existing gaps
o Align definition of FSP with the German framework to enable cross-border participation

Branchenleitfaden: Regelleistungserbringung durch Drittpartei-Aggregatoren gem. § 26a StromNZV (05.12.2016)
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o
o

•
•

Clarify pre-qualification requirements
Define DSR products in line with requirements of the German market (minimum bid size,
duration requirements, etc.)
Raise consumer awareness on DSR opportunities (information campaigns, potential assessments
etc.)
Complete Smart Meter rollout (planned to cover 95% of customers by 2020)

6.2.6 Netherlands
All Dutch stakeholders are in favour of allowing all consumers to valorise their flexibility by whichever
party they chose and unlock the full potential of DSR, including households with smart meters. The first
step taken is a proposal to enable more than one allocation point per connection. Each allocation point
must have his own smart meter and a supplier/BRP. This allows for more BRPs/supplier combinations on
one connection. This way, a customer has the possibility to choose a supplier for his home and another
for the charging of his electric vehicle (EV), for example. By doing this the consumer will be able to valorise
his flexibility by smart charging of his EV.
The approach is that all flexible means coming on the market explicitly is metered separately through a
system meter. This keeps the principle of Balance Responsibility untouched, allows for real independency
of service providers contracted by a consumer and avoids e.g. base line discussions. Obviously the
consumer can also choose to arrange for any contractual solution behind a single meter. Bottom line is
the principle that any connection on the grid has to arrange for his BR in a consistent way.
Because of this, the customer - aggregator agreement and customer - supplier/BRP agreement have to be
compatible, in particular with respect to transfer of energy and remuneration thereof. Given past
experience, it is expected that such compatible agreements can result from competitive retail market in
which consumers seek the most attractive (combination of) offerings. However, should there be signs that
abuse of market power by energy suppliers inhibits this, then appropriate and proportionate action by
the regulator should be taken in a timely fashion.39
An initiative called “Overleg Tafel Energievoorziening” with all important stakeholders on board
developed three different models for valorising the flexibility of small consumers. The first model
describes mainly the current situation (integrated/contractual/broker- type models), including the
planned improvements as set out above, the other models describe situations with more than one party
active on a connection with one single meter. This is similar to the corrected / central settlement model
of USEF. The discussion has not ended and on the follow up of this process has not been decided yet.

6.2.7 Switzerland
In autumn 2016, the Swiss Parliament adopted the legislative measures for the “Energiestrategie 2050”/
the revision of the Energy Act (Energiegesetz). On 19 January 2017, the “Schweizerische Volkspartei” has
39

SEDC: Given the different starting positions of aggregators coming into an existing market where the interest of
suppliers may be limited to accomodate them, SEDC believes that a standard framework is required from the start,
as a default fallback option if no voluntary agreement can be reached between the parties. The need for such a
framework has been demonstrated in different markets around the world, including highly competitive retail
markets.
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introduced the sufficient number of signatures so that the legislative package was put to a referendum
on 21 May 2017, but finally, the legislative package was strongly accepted.
With the revision of the Energy Act, modifications of the Electricity Supply Act were adopted by the
Parliament. One of the revised act is dealing with control systems at the premises of consumers, producers
(prosumer). The installation of the control system is optional and the consumer will be able to choose
which entity will have access to the control of their appliances, and to what extent and for which case.
Hence, a playground will be opened where competitors can strive for controlling the flexibility of endconsumers and producers by offering them adequate benefits. This includes the network operator who
will soon need to compete for flexibility he used to have for free in the natural monopoly. It is foreseen
that the government will issue detailed regulations concerning the rights and responsibilities for the usage
of the controlled assets.
Following the revision of the Energy Act and parts of the Electricity Supply Act, a number of ordinances
had to be adapted. One of them is the Electricity Supply Ordinance which has recently been consulted.
The new ordinance foresees that the DSO can use end user flexibility for efficient operation of his network
or other applications, if and only if the end-user or producer has given his/her consent actively, i.e. a
particular contract has been made. The consumer has to be adequately compensated whether by tariff
reductions or any other type of remuneration. Such cost for the DSO are part of the network costs. He
needs to publish the terms on which he contracts flexibility, the compensation and the guidelines on which
he determined the compensation (time frame, extent of contracted flexibility, etc.). Without the latter
consent, the DSO is restricted to use end consumer flexibility only to secure the operation of the
distribution network in critical situations. Such an intervention would have priority over other
interventions by other parties. The DSO needs to inform end-consumers or their service providers if he
has done so and the NRA is solving disputes arising from this.
In addition to the revision of the Energy Act, the Electricity Supply Act will be fundamentally revised during
the year 2017. It is foreseen that in this context the role of the aggregator will be defined including more
detailed regulations on flexibility, i.e. infeed management, more transparency rules and competences of
the NRA.

.
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7 Annexes
7.1 Austria: Current situation of Demand Side Flexibility in Austria
(January 2017)
The following text focusses in Balancing, because the demand participation and independent aggregation
is implemented and observations can be shared. Participation of aggregators in wholesale markets is
possible in the existing market framework (balance group system) – there is full flexibility in adjustment
of imbalance position through demand side flexibility (there is no distinction between demand and
generation in schedules). Currently in other short term wholesale markets than balancing there are no
examples where not the supplier is dealing with flexibility, except some industrial consumers with own
trading activities.

7.1.1 Balancing in Austria
In Austria balancing capacity and balancing energy are procured through a fully market-based mechanism
by the Austrian TSO (Austrian Power Grid AG), and have been historically supplied by power plants of a
few energy companies. With the intensified development of the liberalised balancing markets several
factors have been creating a need for facilitating participation of new balancing service providers (BSP)
regardless of the connection level of their units (DSO or TSO). One of these factors is the growing amount
of DSO-connected generation; another factor is the expected growth in balancing energy needs due to an
increase in fluctuating generation resulting from technological development and decreasing technology
costs; the political initiatives aim at decreasing greenhouse gas emissions and better linking up demand,
including end users, with the energy market. Some elements of the Austrian balancing framework did not
take these factors optimally into account or introduced undue barriers in the past. All resources including
demand and DSO-connected should be enabled to participate on level playing field in all balancing
markets to enhance competition and lower balancing costs.

7.1.2 Analyse of framework and optimisation
The entire framework was analysed to detect and provide a sound basis for optimisation of system and,
where necessary, removing barriers. The existing framework had been designed for relatively big
conventional plants only because at that time there was no need for more general rules. Nevertheless,
some aspects had been already taken into account, like pooling and no general exclusion of demand units.
The following aspects were identified and considered especially important for the demand side:
•

Grid tariff: Additional grid tariff payments in case of higher consumption due to activation of negative
balancing reserves can reach or even overcome the incomes from balancing markets and participation
might financially not be interesting. As a reaction a new grid tariff was introduced where the amount
of energy consumed due to activation by TSO is charged with a reduced grid tariff – without loss for
tariff cost basis because “normal” consumption still is charged the conventional grid tariff. The details
and details of the principle are included in following chart and in the grid tariff ordonnance
(https://www.econtrol.at/recht/bundesrecht/strom/verordnungen#p_p_id_56_INSTANCE_10309A20144_):
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Figure 4 Details on grid tariffs in AT

•

•

•

•

•

Prequalification process: is not practicable in case a big number of similar units has to run in detail
through the whole process or the whole process is required once again if an already prequalified pool
is enlarged. Thus, these aspects were considered in the new requirements. All technical requirements
are now the same for demand and generation, as well as for DSO and for TSO connected units and for
every
kind
of
technology.
Details
can
be
found
here:
https://www.apg.at/en/market/balancing/conditions-for-participation
Monitoring: the obligatory online monitoring for every single technical unit caused disproportionate
effort. Therefore online monitoring is now only mandatory for whole pool, the data of each unit has
to be archived and is tested by TSO occasionally (spot tests).
Minimal size of unit (e.g. for Frequency Containment Reserve - FCR - two MW!): the limits were high
and excluded especially smaller DSO connected units. Now there is basically no minimal limit of
capacity any more, just regarding the pool organisation there are some rules.
Auction rules: Minimal bid size was based on organisational requirements (manual activation) and
lowered
after
change
of
activation
process
to
5 MW
for
aFRR
(https://www.apg.at/en/market/balancing/secondary-control/tenders),
1 MW
for
mFRR
(https://www.apg.at/en/market/balancing/tertiary-control/tenders), and for FCR +/- 1 MW
(https://www.apg.at/en/market/balancing/primary-control/tenders). For aFRR the weekly auctions
were for some months complemented with daily auctions (had to be stopped due to aFRR cooperation
with Germany until rules are changed together again, planned for this year). In mFRR there are weekly
and daily auctions and also it is possible to adapt the energy price for the following day. These changes
had an impact in particular on small BSPs and for units were forecast is important (wind, industry etc.).
Supplier-independent: use of flexibility of units for balancing independently from the supplier of that
metering point was not supported by framework (3rd party aggregator). Therefore the transfer of
balancing energy for pools with technical units in several balance groups was established, a brief
overview is in the following chart:
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Figure 5 Schematic overview

The role of an independent aggregator was also included in the market rules. The details of
agreements were developed in a group consisting of aggregators, suppliers, BRPs and generators and
are
included
in
a
model
contract
which
was
published
here:
http://oesterreichsenergie.at/branche/stromhandel-und-stromvertrieb/regelreserveabwicklungsvereinbarung.html. Nevertheless, this is not yet binding – for better transparency and
unification as a next step the inclusion in the grid code/market rules is possible.
•

•

All potentially interested parties were addressed in a new “Marktforum” organised by APG, especially
the ones not from energy field: https://www.apg.at/de/markt/netzregelung/marktforum. The aim is
to create an open platform for information exchange (announcement of consultations, changes,
change requests etc.), discussion and further development of procurement.
Extended data exchange: Aggregated real time information exchange with (e.g. BRPs and DSOs) was
established by APG to fulfil justified information requirements. More detailed data exchange will
probably be needed in specific situations to support secure and efficient operation of systems, but
should be kept to minimum (efficiency, competition etc.). This extended data exchange is for the BRPs
necessary to fulfil their requirements.

7.1.3 Observations
Since putting special focus of level playing field for all forms of participation it can be observed that the
number of market participants has increased significant:
• Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserves (aFRR): End of 2016 there are thirteen market participants
(almost tripled from five in beginning of 2014)
• Manual Frequency Restoration Reserves (mFRR): End of 2016 there are sixteen market participants
(doubled from eight in beginning of 2014)
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This includes new players from other branches like telecommunication or industry, and also suppliers and
independent aggregators, in total there are seven players with no (or very view) own production assets,
mostly 3rd party aggregators with pool units which they do not own or operate themselves. Also the
amount of prequalified units has increased, including new kinds of demand units for reserve purposes
such as power to heat units, industrial units or emergency power diesel aggregates. In addition also DSO
connected generators (e.g. small hydro and windfarms) were prequalified. Also the already existing
players have extended their pools with new DSO-connected technical units, not owned and operated by
them directly.
Regarding activated energy there is currently data from 2015 available. A rough estimation shows that at
least 15% of activated negative Balancing Energy was coming from DSO-connected demand units.

7.1.4 Summary and outlook
Energy system and technology is continuously evolving, enhancing potential of flexibility providing
devices, but also demanding more flexibility for efficient system operation (fluctuating generation etc.).
Therefore a level playing field for all kinds of flexibility providing devices in all valuation mechanisms of
flexibility (regardless of size and grid connection, e.g. DSO) is needed. The observed participation of new
players and new forms of demand units in existing and new pools, including independent aggregation is
an important factor for the observed reduction of Austrian balancing costs.
Further measures are planned or likely, e.g.: optimisation of (real time) data exchange between DSO, TSO
and other market participants, especially to on one hand support pooling of units from 3rd party
aggregation and on the other hand cover the needs of DSOs and BRPs, enhancement of data exchange for
smooth market operation (and in future maybe system operation) like harmonisation of (aggregated)
exchange of schedules for activation in other balancing perimeters, enhancement of market rules/grid
codes (e.g. new arrangements regarding independent aggregation currently in contracts between market
parties). Market processes for using measured values (Smart Meter measurement 15 Min from
1.2.2018/daily from 1.2.2019) for imbalance settlement were defined to support all forms of flexibility
valuation (balancing, imbalance settlement, participation in ID/DA markets). The relevant system data are
monitored regularly to ensure optimised further development. Possibilities and conditions for further use
of flexibility (used for balancing and new potentials) are currently being analysed, both for other markets
and for the grid, so that they can be ideally combined and used flexibly to achieve maximum benefit.
The conditions between the countries differ, it will be necessary to analyse the differences, the impacts
and where harmonisation is needed.
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7.2 Belgium: state of play of DSR in Belgium
7.2.1 Introduction
In an electricity system with a strong increase in intermittent production, more demand side flexibility can
contribute to a more secure exploitation of the grid, a higher security of supply and smoothen price
peaks40. Over the past years, an impressive effort has been made to increase participation of demand side
response (DSR) in the Belgian market, as all Belgian stakeholders acknowledge the importance of DSR.
Following results have already been achieved within the existing legal framework:
•
•
•

Elia has made an important effort in order to create a level-playing field and opening up the Belgian
ancillary services and strategic reserves markets for DSR, and this in close cooperation with all
stakeholders;
More than 5 independent aggregators are already active on the Belgian market and several suppliers
are offering similar aggregation services;
DSR is setting the price in the Belgian spot market at times of scarcity, through the increased price
elasticity of the demand curve.

Despite these significant evolutions in the past years, some important steps still need to be taken in order
to fully open up all markets to the participation of DSR, thus creating a complete level-playing field. This
includes opening up all ancillary services products to DSR participation as well as allowing all consumers
to valorise their DSR potential in the Intraday, Day-Ahead and even Forward markets either directly or via
their supplier or any other actor of their free choice. A range of obstacles and barriers still need to be
overcome to do so. Therefore, Belgium is currently discussing adaptations and modifications to its legal
and regulatory framework

7.2.2 Current participation of DSR in Belgium
7.2.2.1 Access of DSR to the different markets
•

Is it possible in your country to adapt the consumption (offtake) pattern in reaction to signals from
either the market or system operators? If so, can you get a fair remuneration for this (from the market
or from a regulated price from the system operator)?
Partially. Access to the power exchange is open for market parties, as for any transaction on the
energy market the balancing responsibility needs to be arranged also for transactions on the power
exchanges, either by being a BRP itself or have an agreement with a BRP41 (in the case of DR the BRP
associated to the offtake).
In practice, DSR is mostly only possible via the supplier and his BRP, although steps are being taken to
open this up to participation via other flexibility service providers42.

40

CREG Study (F)160503-CDC-1459 (05/05/2016)

41

Nevertheless, barriers still exist towards taking up the role of BRP for end consumers, not in the least the need of
sufficient flexibility within the own consumption and financial barriers linked to the bank guarantees required to
become a BRP.
42 This would not impede the balancing responsibility for this energy and its inclusion in the balancing perimeter of
a market actor, either directly by the FSP or outsourced to another party
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At this point, these efforts mainly concentrate on the balancing products, although the goal is to open
up this approach to other markets. A solution for industrial consumers is to become their own
supplier/BRP or sign a pass-through agreement with their supplier/BRP but this significantly limits the
potential of DR, i.e. to the consumers who are willing to take on price risk to valorise their flexibility.
•

Spot Market: Access for Demand Side Response:
1. Easy access (no or hardly any legal, technical, financial or administrative obstacles and barriers)
2. Possible but several conditions need to be fulfilled to participate
3. Not or virtually not possible
Option 2 if the (industrial) consumer is his own BRP or has signed a pass-through agreement with
his BRP, then a market party can (as a member of the power exchange) trade directly on the spot
markets by bidding into the day-ahead market as negative consumption. Nevertheless, many
barriers and obstacles still exist to become its own BRP/supplier and not every consumer is able
to find a counterparty to sign pass-through agreements.
Option 3 if such pass-through agreement cannot be agreed and signed between the consumer
and his supplier/BRP; and for most low voltage distribution-connected consumers, who do not
dispose of 15’ measurement data due to the absence of smart meters43. Access for independent
aggregators is not possible without a prior agreement with the retailer/BRP of the consumer

•

Intraday Market: Access for Demand Side Response:
1. Easy access (no or hardly any legal, technical, financial or administrative obstacles and barriers)
2. Possible but several conditions need to be fulfilled to participate
3. Not or virtually not possible (if so, comment why)
Option 2 if the (industrial) consumer is his own BRP or has signed a pass-through agreement with
his BRP, then a market party can (as a member of the power exchange) trade directly on the spot
markets by bidding into the day-ahead market as negative consumption. Nevertheless, many
barriers and obstacles still exist to become its own BRP/supplier and not every consumer is able
to find a counterparty to sign pass-through agreements.
Option 3 if such agreement cannot be agreed and signed between the consumer and his
supplier/BRP; and for most low voltage distribution-connected consumers, who do not dispose of
15’ measurement data due to the absence of smart meters44. Access for independent aggregators
is not possible without a prior agreement with the retailer/BRP of the consumer

•

Balancing Market: Access for Demand Side Response:
1. Is load allowed to bid in on balancing products in your control area? If YES:
1. Is there a level playing field for different sources of flexibility (flexible generation, demand side
response, storage)?
2. Is it possible to participate (multiple answers possible):
A. Via your supplier

43

In Belgium, the roll-out of smart meters is not yet realized – apart from pilot projects. However, Flanders and
Wallonia are taking steps (actualizing the CBAs) to finalize the decision w.r.t. smart meter roll-out.
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In Belgium, the roll-out of smart meters is not yet realized – apart from pilot projects. However, Flanders and
Wallonia are taking steps (actualizing the CBAs) to finalize the decision w.r.t. smart meter roll-out.
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B. Via a third party flexibility service provider (e.g. an aggregator)
C. Directly
YES, load can bid in (most) balancing products (R2/aFRR not yet, but a pilot project is being
conducted in 2017 to determine how to do this towards the future as of 2018 at the earliest), Elia
has been doing a lot of work to open up its R1/FCR and R3/mFRR products towards DSR
participation. A major step is the implementation of the Bidladder project (first phase expected
in July 2017), to allow free bids also from DSR and small flexible generation and storage. Storage
(mainly pump storage) can also already participate in many products, a framework for
participation of storage in R1/FCR is currently being developed (in line with NC Balancing,
concerning flexibility sources with limited energy, a products with FCR groups is currently being
developed).
In Belgium, it is possible to participate:
A. via your supplier (insofar the latter is interested in the flexibility of his consumers, which seems
to be in some cases a problem in Belgium); this is also possible for those consumers that are their
own supplier/BRP
B. via a third party flexibility service provider: currently already possible for FCR and mFRR (but
not aFFR), Elia is revising its balancing products (e.g. R3/mFRR as of 2017) to further improve and
extend this
C. directly for the ICH (Interruptibility contract) product (2017 last year, product to be
discontinued because of NC Balancing). Capacity to transition to other products as much as
possible
2. Are all balancing /system operator products open to participation of Demand Side Response?
A. FCR (R1): Yes, symmetrical or even asymmetrical (R1 Load Up and Down) for TSO and DSO consumers
except low-voltage
B. aFRR (R2): No, pilot project (R2 non-CIPU) being conducted in 2017
C. mFRR (R3): Partially (ICH, R3DP), from 2017 onwards new R3/mFRR products (2017 last year for ICH
product) and Bidladder project for TSO and DSO consumers except low-voltage. Bidladder only
allowed for TSO consumers at the moment but discussions ongoing to extend as well to distributed
DSR.
D. Strategic Reserve (though technically not a balancing but rather an adequacy product): Open for DSR
in the SDR product45. As no (additional) SR volumes needed for winter 2016-2017 (already 2 CCGTs
contracted), no SDR volumes for this winter, but product specs still exist and allow participation
(Remark: Also to be adapted presumably with ToE solution, but SR being a specific product only
activated in time of risk of curtailment on control area level, less opposition from suppliers46). UPDATE:
900 MW for winters 2017-2020. Open to TSO and DSO (except low-voltage).

45

Also via a submeter for TSO connected points and partially for DSO connected points

46

CREG: And needed to avoid excessive remuneration of suppliers
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7.2.2.2

Estimate of current volumes of Demand Side Response active in Belgium

1. Spot market: Difficult to say, but DSR is clearly setting the price at times of scarcity when seeing
prices spike in Belgium, topping off the price spike effect.
2. Intraday Market: Very difficult to say, only currently for those consumers being BRP/supplier
3. Balancing market
• FCR (R1): For 2017, minimum 30% of FCR volume to be sourced in Belgium, open to R1 Load
asymmetrical product and R1 symmetrical products, including from DSR. In 2016, 73 MW of R1 of
which 10-15 MW of R1 Upward (mainly Load) and R1 symmetrical products possibly supplied by
local DSR since weekly tenders started in August 2016 (linked to FCR Common Auction platform)
• aFRR (R2): Not yet open to DSR, pilot project in 2017
• mFRR (R3): For 2017, max 200 MW of ICH and min 250 MW R3 Std, all open to DSR. With respect
to DSR participation in Elia’s first monthly mFRR-auctions (Jan and Feb 2017 auctions),
approximately half of the mFRR-reserves47 (app. 300MW of 596MW (base equivalent) volume) is
provided by DSR. In 2016, 199 MW of ICH, (yearly) 210 MW + (monthly) 3 to 70 MW of R3DP
(mainly load) on total volume of 770 MW
4. Strategic Reserve: 0 MW SDR (and 750 MW SGR) in winter 2016-2017, in winter 2015-2016 358,4
MW of SDR (and 1177,1 MW of SGR)
In Q1 2017, Elia will conduct, together with an external party, a new study on the potential of implicit
DSR in Belgium, within the framework of the adequacy exercise for the Minister of Energy.

7.2.3 CREG study on the means to apply to facilitate access to demand
response in Belgium
7.2.3.1

Introduction

In September 2015, the Federal Regulator CREG consulted the Belgian stakeholders and market players
on the main obstacles and barriers for the development of demand side response in Belgium and following
three main obstacles related to the CREG competences were identified:
•
•
•

The absence of a market model allowing end consumers to valorise their flexibility with a third
party who is not their supplier (Transfer of energy)
The difficult or even almost impossible access for demand side response to certain products of
the TSO
The difficult access for demand side response to the electricity markets

The CREG also proposed solutions to the stakeholders and market players via an intermediate report48 in
January 2016, on which a consultation was organized, as well as a workshop and bilateral meetings in the
first half of 2016. Based on these and an additional study by the University of Liège on different options
for the transfer price, the CREG made a final report with the proposed solutions, discussed below. On this
report and consecutive multilateral and bilateral meetings, The Belgian Minister of energy is working on
a modification of the Energy Law in order to implement a solution for the transfer of energy and balancing
47

Excluding interruptible load reserves (ICH-product), which are sourced on an annual basis

48

CREG Preliminary report 1459 (22/01/2016)
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responsibility and a draft modification of the Energy Law is under discussion. Given that, in the Belgian
constitutional regime, the political competence over Energy is split between the Federal State and the
Regions, discussions are also on-going between these various legislative levels such that the future legal
framework on demand side flexibility remains coherent between the Federal and the Regional levels.

7.2.3.2

Proposed solutions

The CREG proposed solutions are threefold:
•

A proposal for a market model for the transfer of energy, in order to facilitate the access of Demand
Side Flexibility to the different markets. The proposed model is based on the principle of free choice
of Flexibility Service Provider (FSP) for the end consumer, without possibility for his BRP or supplier to
oppose this49. This does not require a new market but rather the opening of existing markets to create
a level-playing field between all types of providers of flexibility. This entails the creation of a legal
framework encompassing the different roles and responsibilities (rights and obligations) of the
different market actors. The CREG proposes following 10 basic principles:
1 Each end consumer has the right to valorise his flexibility without possibility of his supplier nor
BRP to oppose this
2 Each end consumer has the right to choose an FSP, irrespective of his energy supplier
3 Each FSP has to take balancing responsibility for the activation of the demand side flexibility in
his portfolio
4 The intervention of an FSP cannot be disadvantageous to other market players. This entails the
correction of the perimeter of the initial BRP and the need to compensate financially the
electricity supplier of the initial end consumer
5 The balancing perimeters have to be centrally corrected by a neutral actor with the required
competences
6 With respect to the financial compensation (and to a secondary extent the choice of baseline),
the preference is to be given to commercial negotiations. If such negotiations would not lead to
results or no negotiations are foreseen, a standard bilateral solution needs to be imposed to
prevent offers from Demand Side Flexibility not to be taken into account.
7 From a market functioning perspective, it is desirable that every activation prevented by the grid
operator should be compensated
8 The end consumer is the owner of his measuring data and needs to be able to access them in
timeframes compatible with the flexibility valorisation processes and needs to be able to
communicate them to other parties
9 The confidentiality of commercially sensitive information needs to be guaranteed
10 The end consumer needs to receive a single invoice for his electricity offtake50
11 The CREG proposes a central model for the data management concerning the activated and
transferred flexibility volumes, for perimeter correction and flexibility activation verification. The
CREG also proposes a model for bilateral financial compensation between the FSP and the
supplier of the initial end consumer with a standard bilateral solution in case no agreement
between both parties would be found.

49

This principle is also foreseen in the Clean Energy for All Europeans package of the European Commission

50

This is not a strict requirement for the industrial consumers
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•
•

Proposals for modification of various products of the TSO, to create a level-playing field for Demand
Side Response and bring the products in line with the proposed model51.
With respect to access of Demand Side Flexibility to the electricity markets, the CREG did not identify
specific obstacles, but stated that in the development of new products on Belpex DAM and CIM, the
specific requirements of Demand Side Response should be taken into account. The lack of liquidity on
Belpex CIM is considered the main barrier. The development of quarter hourly products should be
beneficial, but would be most efficient if realized in collaboration with the neighbouring countries.

7.2.3.3 Roles and responsibilities52
To facilitate the development of DSR, the CREG has proposed a model for the roles and responsibilities,
including Transfer of Energy as well as Balancing responsibility.

Figure 6 schematic overview, Source CREG

51

Elia has already taken a range of steps to make the balancing products more technology neutral, to allow
participation from all sources of flexibility such as Demand Side Response but also storage. This work on changes in
the FCR, aFRR and mFRR product requirements is still on-going at this point. Further they actively participate in the
explore project together with other Penta countries to shape the pan-European balancing products of the future.
An overview is included below in the document.
52

Based on the aforementioned CREG Study. This model is not necessarily agreed upon by all the stakeholders but
is included in the circulated (draft) proposals for modification of the Electricity Law that is supported by the federal
government.
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BRP = Balancing Responsible Party
FSP = Flexibility Service Provider
FRP = Flexibility Requestor Party

At this point, a solution for the Transfer of Energy (ToE) and the corresponding transfer of balancing
responsibility for those situations where supplier >< FSP and/or BRPsource >< BRPfsp is not yet possible
in Belgium, unless the FSP, Supplier and their respective BRPs (BRP of the FSP and the BRPsource) have a
bilateral agreement (the energy can in this case be transferred via the Elia Intraday HUB). For all other
combinations, a legal framework needs to be put in place53.

The CREG proposal for the market model of the Transfer of Energy is an interaction model54 based on a
centralized data management model linked to the flexibility volumes allowing the neutralization of the
imbalance of the supplier’s BRP (BRP source) and the accountability of the FSP (baseline + transfer of
energy blocks among BRPs) with currently Elia55 as neutral FDM56 (Flexibility Data Manager), with a
bilateral financial compensation model between FSP and supplier57, either bilaterally negotiated or

53

A draft text for modification of the Electricity Law on this point has been agreed by the federal government and is
currently being finalized. However, as this proposal has not yet been finalized nor voted, its final content is still under
discussion.
54

How to make sure that the proposed legal framework applies to all in the Belgian constitutional landscape is
currently being finalized
55

As for the allocation process the total Transfer of Energy volume per FSP-BRP pair should be determined at the
national level. For assets connected to the distribution grid this needs to be determined based on data coming from
the DSOs. How this split of roles is best included in the legal framework is still under discussion
56

According to FEBEG, the federation of suppliers and producers, the FSP and the supplier are not obliged to use the
services of this central data manager: they can jointly choose other arrangements for the calculation of the volumes
(baselines, measurements, …) to provide tailor made solutions for their clients
57

FEBELIEC, the federation of industrial energy consumers in Belgium, proposed a model with correction of metering
data by the activated volume actually delivered (similar to model currently discussed in Germany)-. For Febeliec,
such model is directly implementable for transmission-connected. For extending this to the DSO grids, further
investigation is needed (this model can only respect confidentiality if grid tariffs and commodity tariffs are billed
separately and if the access holder is not the supplier of the final customer; currently, this is only the case for
resources connected to the TSO grid). DSOs do not support this model a.o. because it is not compatible with the
tariff cascade principle. This model would make DSR activations by (industrial) consumers transparent to their
supplier/BRP and would not require prior agreement from the latter; the ToE would be done at the contractual
supply price This solution is currently not included in the Belgian proposal, but is retained as an additional option in
case the evaluation of the proposed solution does not lead to the expected results and/or certain barriers and
obstacles would not be removed
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based on a standard price formula in case no bilateral agreement can be reached between FSP and
supplier5859.

7.2.4 Stakeholders’ views on remaining main barriers and obstacles
For Febeliec, the primary obstacle for the (industrial) end consumers towards Demand Side Response
participation for TSO-connected end consumers is the lack of a (legal) framework to allow all end
consumers to valorise their flexibility with an FSP of their choice60. For DSO-connected (industrial and nonindustrial) end consumers, on top of the above obstacle, the lack of smart meters for a large part of the
end consumers and the fact that end consumers cannot become their own access holder are two
additional main barriers to the uptake of Demand Side Response. The abolishment of these barriers is a
necessary condition for the development of Demand Side Response; in a second step, a wide range of
other (more technical, product … related) barriers should still be abolished to allow a full level-playing
field for Demand Side Response.
SEDC’s view on the status of DR in Belgium: The CREG has done an excellent job in analysing the required
market changes to allow DR to grow to its potential. They involved all stakeholders during the full process
and their final report from May 2016 is a detailed & comprehensive view of the topic. What is key for the
SEDC is that they as well as the EU commission in their recent Clean Energy Package advocate for a full
market position for independent aggregators. The key remaining barrier therefore is the full
implementation of the legal framework suggested by the CREG and included in the federal government
backed proposal electricity law update. While there is a more or less clear roadmap for the balancing
products there is a distinct lack of implementation plan regarding the day-ahead and intraday markets.
The direction has been set correctly but the implementation time is crucial as well and remains a possible
obstacle.
For the moment Belgium is already a European front runner with regard of the development of demand
response based solutions and their access to ancillary services and wholesale markets. FEBEG is therefore
of the opinion that one should be prudent with introducing additional obligations and complexity in the
market. A too restrictive legal framework risks to hamper innovations and developments.
FEBEG is pleased to see that CREG has chosen for the ‘bilateral model’ as the solution for the transfer of
energy. FEBEG has always defended the ‘bilateral model’ as the preferred market model because it is the
most market conform solution. The model reduces market distortions to a minimum as it allows the FSP
and the supplier of the customer to freely negotiate a balanced and tailor made agreement on the transfer
of energy, in which both cover their costs and share revenues as well as risks while servicing the customer.
In this respect, it should be assessed whether the benefits of the introduction of a regulated fall-back
solution (regulated baseline, regulated price, …) outweighs the impact on market functioning as a
regulated price (1) will not reveal the real value of flexibility, (2) will un-level the playing field between
FSPs and BRPs by giving the FSPs a free option to arbitrage and (3) risks to distort the market.

58

CREG proposal: based on an approximation of the average selling price to consumers (standard sourcing cost based
on market price indexes + profit margin.
59

FEBEG, the federation of (most) suppliers and BRPs in Belgium, strongly opposes the principle of a regulated
fallback price as such a price (1) will not reveal the real value of flexibility, (2) will un-level the playing field between
FSPs and BRPs by giving the FSPs a free option to arbitrage and (3) risks to distort the market
60

This is additional and related to the non-sufficient level of competition in the supplier market for certain segments
of the market
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7.3 France: DSR in France
7.3.1 Legal framework
An ambitious program to open the market to Demand Side Response (DSR) participation has been
undertaken in France since 2007. This program has been driven by strong evolutions of the legal and
regulatory framework:
- “Nome” law of December 2010: TSO can contract DSR capacity (in 2016, up to 1900 MW for industrial
DSR and up to 200 MW for residential DSR)
- Recommendations of the Competition authority in 2012 and 2013: the BRP and the independent
balancing service provider (BSP) are competitors and cannot be required to sign an agreement when the
BSP values flexibility for a consumer.
- “Brottes” law of April 2013 gives a clear framework for the valuation of DSR on energy market : no prior
agreement of the retailer/BRP required for Independent Flexibility Provider (IFP), payment to the BRP for
the energy curtailed: the “versement”, which was validated by the French constitutional council in 2013
(“decision DC n°2013-66”).
- CRE’s decision of December 2013 to open participation of FCR and aFRR to DSR
- Articles L 271-1 to L 271-4 of energy transition law from August 2015 and the 2016-1132 decree
complement this framework.

7.3.2 Roles and responsibilities
France has a long record of implicit demand-side response, involving today around 800 MW of
consumption that is responsive to retail prices. This involves a wide range of competitive offers and
several regulated tariffs such as “Effacements jours de pointe”, and “Tempo”, which remain attractive for
many residential and commercial consumers. A very large share of the overall DSR potential in France has
been valued implicitly through such dynamic tariffs for decades and the signal for demand-response in
the “Tempo” offer can be used by every supplier since a regulatory decision in 2014. The potential of
implicit demand-side response has decreased from 6 GW in the late 1990’s to 800 MW today.
More recently, independent aggregators from BRP or retailer are recognized in France (there are around
15 of them in November 2016). Independent aggregators are particularly active with industrial and
residential consumers.
There is no need for consumers/aggregators to contract with a BRP/retailer in order to trigger actions by
the consumer (and in parallel, sell/buy energy or ancillary services). The BRP/retailer is also, in the vast
majority of cases, except for the contractual model, not informed of these actions affecting his balancing
perimeter.
The counterpart is that a payment has to be made to the supplier by independent aggregators for the
energy bloc transferred from the balance perimeter of the BRP to the balance perimeter of the
aggregator/IFP in case of a “curtailment” (“versement”). This payment shall cover the sourcing cost of the
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energy to be injected by the supplier (who has to keep unchanged its level of injection) and “transferred”
to the independent aggregator. Depending on the consumer providing DSR, this payment is either done:
- By the consumer himself (for consumers on the TSO grid and big consumers on the DSO grid61): his
consumption curve is corrected by the TSO as if the DSR had not been activated, then the supplier invoices
the energy consumed and not consumed. This ensures that the supplier is not informed of the
curtailments which take place on his customers. The price at which the supplier is remunerated for the
energy injected is directly based on the retail price of the consumer. Contractual modalities negotiated
between the consumer and its aggregator precise the modalities to share this financial burden between
them; this model is called the corrected model.
Or
- By the independent flexibility service provider through the TSO (for residential consumers and small
industrial and tertiary consumers on the DSO grid), who collects the payment and gives it back to the
retailer. The price at which the supplier is remunerated is fixed by an independent third party (the TSO)
according to a defined methodology. It is the so-called regulated model.
This payment was validated by the French constitutional council in 2013 (“decision DC n°2013-66”).
The contractual model remains possible for all kind of consumers: supplier and independent aggregators
find contractual arrangements to manage DR actions in the supplier perimeter. This is the historical model.

7.3.3 Current participation of DSR in France
Customers and aggregators can participate to wholesale day-ahead and intraday markets (NEBEF),
balancing market (mFRR, RR, free bids), FCR and aFRR.
Since the 1st of January 2017, aggregators and customers are able to participate directly to cross border
weekly call for tender for FCR. Thus, only aFRR remains under indirect access for customers and
aggregators (demand response actors still have to sign a bilateral contract with mandatory participants,
to sell their services).

Ancillary services

Tertiary reserves

DSR call for tender

Type of product

need

Part of DSR

FCR (capacity)

~ 700 MW

10 % in 2016

aFRR (capacity)

500-1000 MW

2 % in 2016

mFRR (capacity)

1000 MW

50 % in 2016 and 2017

RR (capacity)

500 MW

0 % in 2016 and 2017

DSR Capacities

/

1400 MW (industrial)
45 MW (residential)
in 2017

61

Big consumers on the DSO grid: Consumers with a telemetered consumption, that have a specific contract for
network access (and not a single contract for network and supply) and with a contract power > 36 kVA.
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Balancing
mechanism

Energy
(NEBEF)

Energy

market

2,8 TWh in 2016

16 GWh in 2016

(bids activated upward only)

(0,5 % of energy
activated upward)

/

11 GWh in 2016

Energy (DA and ID)

Thus for the winter 2016/2017, and taking into account the results of the capacity mechanism, around
2500 MW of DSR is available, 800 MW being implicit DSR through dynamic tariffs.

7.3.3.1

Wholesale market62

The NEBEF (Notification of Exchange block of Load Shedding) mechanism has been put in place since
December 2013, and allows demand response to participate on energy market. Market players inform the
French TSO (RTE) of the load shedding planned for the next day and have the possibility of re-declaring
schedule within the intraday scale. NEBEF 3.0 rules (approved by CRE on 7th of December 2016) will allow
actors to bid continuously (day ahead and intraday): thus actors can declare curtailed load program
continuously with a lead time of 1 hour, whereas before those new rules, actors had only one ID gate
(11h30-13h30) to declare ID curtailed load program on the rest of the day (period 15h30-24h).
The volume negotiated in NEBEF has been increasing since 2014:
Years

Volume on NEBEF (MWh)

2014

347 (certified)

2015

1587 (certified)

2016 (to be updated)

9212 (1965 certified and 7247 to be certified)

7.3.3.2

Ancillary services

Large and medium consumers (both on TSO and DSO grids) can participate to ancillary market: around 70
MW of DSR have participated in 2016, and should be available in 2017.
- Regarding Frequency Containment Reserves (FCR):
Since 2014, the terms and conditions for participation and the rules for the settlement have been
submitted by RTE to CRE’s approval according to Article L. 321-11 of the “Code de l’énergie” (French law).
Currently in France, participation term is based on a prescriptive system with a regulated price.
Mandatory participants (Power generating facilities P > 40 MW connected to the TSO (except RES) provide
a control band at +/- 2.5% of Pmax) are required by RTE to provide a given amount of symmetric FCR
62

For industrials that buy energy on the wholesale market, this mechanism is not useful since they already face the
wholesale prices directly. Indeed, buying energy at the spot price to resale, not consuming this energy to resale it on
the wholesale market has no interest for a consumer whose supply price is largely based on the wholesale price. He
would spend “spot price” and then earn “spot price”, and with transaction costs, the interest to do it is negative.
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according to a pro rata system: the so-called “prescription”. RTE settled the FCR capacity with mandatory
participants at a regulated price.
These mandatory participants can exchange their prescription and buy / sell reserves to other participants
(not necessarily mandatory but qualified to provide ancillary services) through OTC trading.
Consumption units connected to the transmission and distribution network are not obliged to participate
but may be qualified by the TSO to do so (minimum size for participation is 1MW for the aggregation of
consumers). They have been allowed respectively since July 2014 and January 2016 to access the market
by providing ancillary services to mandatory participants through OTC system. As of today, more than 10%
of French FCR capacity is provided by consumers.
Please note that, according to the guidance provided by CRE in its decision dated 2 June 2016, this system
should be replaced by a cross border weekly call for tender from January 2017 onwards, which will
improve transparency and competition between CWE countries (DE, BE, NL, DK…). Consumption units will
be able to participate directly to this cross border weekly call for tender, at the same level than injection
units.
- Regarding automatic Frequency (aFRR)
Since 2014, the terms and conditions for participation and the rules for the settlement have been
submitted by RTE to CRE’s approval according to Article L. 321-11 of the “Code de l’énergie” (French law).
Currently in France, participation terms are based on a prescriptive system with a regulated price.
Mandatory participants (Power generating facilities P > 120 MW provide a control range of +/- 4.5% of
Pmax) are required by RTE to provide a given amount of symmetric aFRR according to a pro rata system:
the so-called “prescription”. RTE compensates settled the FCR capacity with the mandatory participants
at a regulated price.
These mandatory participants can exchange their prescription and buy / sell reserves to other participants
(not necessarily mandatory but qualified to provide ancillary services) through OTC trading.
For instance, consumption units connected to the transmission and distribution network are not obliged
to participate but may be qualified to do so (minimum size for participation is 1MW for the aggregation
of consumers). They have been allowed respectively since July 2014 and January 2016 to access the
market by providing ancillary services to mandatory participants through OTC system. As of today, only
one consumer provides aFRR to RTE, this represents around 2% of the French aFRR contracted capacity.

7.3.3.3

Balancing market

DSR participation to the balancing mechanism has been implemented first in 2003 (industrials only), then
extended to aggregated industrials in 2005, and finally opened to aggregated residential in 2007. Energy
from DSR capacities offered on the Balancing mechanism is put on the same merit order list than
generation capacities, and treated on a level playing field. There is a pay-as-bid remuneration. Actors can
participate with either aggregated industrial sites or aggregated residential sites. No entities (EDA) can
mix those two kinds of sites. The minimum size of EDA is 10 MW (an experimentation has been
implemented for 5 creations of EDA, whose minimum capacity has been fixed to 1 MW). Demand response
on energy balancing market is however quite low (16 GWh, i.e. ~ 0,5 % of the total of balancing energy
activated upward by the TSO)
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Moreover, the French TSO also allows customers and aggregators to value their capacity on the balancing
market via several calls for tenders which have been opened to DSR capacities (pay-as-cleared
remuneration):
- Regarding mFRR and RR contracted balancing capacity
In 2014, participation of residential DSR to manual Frequency restoration reserve (mFRR) and
replacement reserve is allowed.
Today, RTE contracts balancing capacity from manual Frequency Restoration Reserve (mFRR) and
Replacement Reserves (RR). The procurement is organized through a yearly call for tender for respectively
1000 MW for mFRR and 500 MW for RR.
Actors can offer their capacities, through 7 kind of products (4 in mFRR with a response time which is less
than 13 minutes, and 3 in RR with a response time which is less than 30 minutes), according to different
time period (52 x (business day + weekend) or 12 months). The minimum size of capacity to participate to
the call for tender is fixed to 10 MW. Offers will be selected by RTE by interval of 1 MW.
For the contracting period 2017, aggregated residential DSR could be contracted for the first time as
mFRR. This is possible because of the implementation of a new observability method63 (“statistical”) to
assess the volume on energy provided when a BSP offers flexibility to the TSO. Every year, terms and
conditions for the call for tender are improved taking into account market participants’ feedback and
NRA’s guidance.
The volume of DSR capacities contracted increased between 2015 (450 MW), 2016 (540 MW), and
stabilized in 2017 (500 MW) for mFRR, representing around 50% of mFRR contracted capacity. DSR
capacities is not contracted for RR (no offers, DSR capacities are most of the time able to react in less than
13 minutes thus are more likely to be offered on the mFRR tenders).
The call for tender is widely open to all types of market participants meeting the technical requirements,
including demand response.

- Regarding Demand response call for tender
Since 1st of October 2008, RTE has been contractualising DSR capacities (both on TSO and DSO grids) via a
call for tender. It is open to all consumers. Contracted capacities will be paid at a marginal price, and the
energy activated on the balancing mechanism will be paid at their bid price (that cannot be higher than a
cap they signed for).
This call for tender has been especially implemented to develop DR capacities. As we can see in the graph
bellow, which represents maximum load shedding capacities contracted per month, the contracted DR
capacities have been increasing each year and thus helped their development.

63

The participation to mFRR or RR tenders requires a 10 second – metering: for residential consumers, this means
installation of specific and expensive metering equipments. The aim of the observability method is to estimate the
consumption of a consumers aggregate from only some of the consumers ‘consumption curve. It allows aggregators
to install equipments only on a subgroup of the consumers. This methodology is not a method of baselining.
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DSR call for tender – capacity contracted on a monthly basis

Figure 7 contracted monthly capacity, Source RTE

Actors have to be available at least 20 days per year, twice a day of solicitation by RTE (their capacity
remuneration will be proportional to their engagement, meaning that more they are available, more they
could earn from that contract, up to 40 days of availability per year). The minimum bid size for the tender
is 1 MW.
Thus in 2015 RTE had up to 1900 MW of contracted DSR capacity at its disposal, and in 2016 RTE
contracted a DSR capacity up to 2100 MW (of which 200 MW is coming from sites whose contracted
power is less than 36 kVA), and decreased to maximum of 1400 MW in 2017 (all kind of consumers), due
to transfer of some capacities on mFRR, and valorisation of other ones directly on the suppliers’ portfolio.

7.3.4 Technical modalities
In France, technical modalities are proposed by TSO, both for TSO and DSO grid capacities, after consulting
the actors and then are subject to approval by French NRA (CRE).
Regarding demand response, technical modalities are mainly described in three sets of rules NEBEF rules,
Balancing Rules and ancillary services rules (when an aggregator values energy from demand response on
a given market) but also in the tender specifications (when RTE contracts balancing capacity with an
aggregator).
The main issues, regarding DSR, covered by these rules are:
-

Minimum bid size to participate in a market

-

Technical constraints related to the bids
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Methodologies to control and measure the curtailed load (baseline methodologies currently used
are methodologies based on (i) consumption before/after DR, (ii) consumption forecasts, (iii) historical
consumption. Other methodologies, as statistical ones, are currently studied)
-

Rules to be qualified as (independent) aggregator

Rules related to the payment to be paid by the aggregator (directly or through the consumer) to
the supplier/BRP for the injection that has been maintained on its balancing perimeter.

7.3.5 Legal background
7.3.5.1

Article L. 271-1 of French energy code

« Un effacement de consommation d'électricité se définit comme l'action visant à baisser
temporairement, sur sollicitation ponctuelle envoyée à un ou plusieurs consommateurs finals par un
opérateur d'effacement ou un fournisseur d'électricité, le niveau de soutirage effectif d'électricité sur les
réseaux publics de transport ou de distribution d'électricité d'un ou de plusieurs sites de consommation,
par rapport à un programme prévisionnel de consommation ou à une consommation estimée.
L'effacement peut avoir pour effet d'augmenter la consommation du site de consommation effacé avant
ou après la période d'effacement. La part de consommation d'électricité effacée qui n'est pas compensée
par ces effets et qui n'est pas couverte par de l'autoproduction est une économie d'énergie.
Des catégories d'effacements de consommation sont définies par arrêté du ministre chargé de l'énergie
en fonction des caractéristiques techniques et économiques des effacements concernés ou du procédé
au moyen duquel sont obtenus les effacements. »
7.3.5.2

Article L. 271-2 of French energy code

"Les consommateurs finals ont la faculté de valoriser chacun de leurs effacements de consommation
d'électricité soit directement auprès de leur fournisseur dans le cadre d'une offre d'effacement
indissociable de la fourniture, soit sur les marchés de l'énergie ou sur le mécanisme d'ajustement
mentionné à l'article L. 321-10 par l'intermédiaire d'un opérateur d'effacement qui propose un service
dissociable d'une offre de fourniture.
Un opérateur d'effacement qui dispose d'un agrément technique peut procéder à des effacements de
consommation indépendamment de l'accord du fournisseur d'électricité des sites concernés. Le
gestionnaire du réseau public de transport d'électricité et les gestionnaires des réseaux publics de
distribution d'électricité mentionnés à l'article L. 111-52 ne peuvent exercer l'activité d'opérateur
d'effacement décrite au présent article.
Les modalités d'application du présent article sont fixées par un décret en Conseil d'Etat, après avis de la
Commission de régulation de l'énergie. Ce décret précise notamment les modalités utilisées pour
caractériser et certifier les effacements de consommation d'électricité. Il prévoit également les conditions
d'agrément technique des opérateurs d'effacement, les modalités de délivrance de cet agrément ainsi
que le régime de sanctions applicables pour garantir le respect des conditions d'agrément. Il peut
renvoyer la définition de certaines modalités d'application à des règles approuvées par la Commission de
régulation de l'énergie sur proposition du gestionnaire du réseau public de transport d'électricité. »
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7.3.5.3

Article L. 271-3 of French energy code

« Dans le cas où les effacements de consommation sont valorisés sur les marchés de l'énergie ou sur le
mécanisme d'ajustement, un régime de versement vers les fournisseurs d'électricité des sites effacés est
défini sur la base d'un prix de référence et des volumes d'effacement comptabilisés comme des soutirages
dans le périmètre des responsables d'équilibre des fournisseurs des sites effacés. Le prix de référence
reflète la part " énergie " du prix de fourniture des sites de consommation dont la consommation est en
tout ou partie effacée.
Le versement est assuré par le consommateur final pour le compte de l'opérateur d'effacement ou, à
défaut, par l'opérateur d'effacement lui-même. Par dérogation, l'autorité administrative peut, pour les
catégories d'effacements mentionnées à l'article L. 271-1 qui conduisent à des économies d'énergie
significatives, imposer que le paiement de ce versement soit intégralement réparti entre l'opérateur
d'effacement et le gestionnaire du réseau public de transport d'électricité. Dans ce cas, la part versée par
le gestionnaire du réseau public de transport est fixée par voie réglementaire. Elle est déterminée en
fonction des caractéristiques de la catégorie d'effacement, de façon à garantir un bénéfice pour
l'ensemble des consommateurs d'électricité sur le territoire national interconnecté. Elle ne peut excéder
la part d'effacement mentionnée au même article L. 271-1 qui conduit à des économies d'énergie. Les
coûts supportés par le gestionnaire du réseau public de transport sont couverts selon les modalités
prévues à l'article L. 321-12. A l'issue d'une période de trois ans à compter de la promulgation de la loi n°
2015-992 du 17 août 2015 relative à la transition énergétique pour la croissance verte, la Commission de
régulation de l'énergie remet un rapport au ministre chargé de l'énergie sur la mise en œuvre du régime
de versement, sur l'impact de l'effacement de consommation sur les prix de marché, sur le mécanisme de
capacité et sur les coûts des réseaux ainsi que sur la répartition entre les opérateurs d'effacement, les
fournisseurs d'électricité et les consommateurs des flux financiers générés par l'effacement de
consommation. Le cas échéant, elle propose au ministre chargé de l'énergie une modification des règles
relatives au versement mentionné au présent article. Ce rapport est rendu public.
Les modalités d'application du présent article sont fixées par un décret en Conseil d'Etat, après avis de la
Commission de régulation de l'énergie. »
7.3.5.4

Article L. 271-4 of French energy code

« Lorsque les capacités d'effacement ne répondent pas aux objectifs de la programmation pluriannuelle
de l'énergie mentionnée à l'article L. 141-1 ou lorsque leur développement est insuffisant au vu des
besoins mis en évidence dans le bilan prévisionnel pluriannuel mentionné à l'article L. 141-8, l'autorité
administrative peut recourir à la procédure d'appel d'offres, en distinguant, le cas échéant, les différentes
catégories d'effacements, en particulier ceux ayant pour effet une économie d'énergie en application du
deuxième alinéa de l'article L. 271-1. Les capacités d'effacement rémunérées dans le cadre de ces appels
d'offres ne peuvent bénéficier du régime dérogatoire mentionné à l'article L. 271-3.
Le gestionnaire du réseau public de transport d'électricité organise la concertation sur les modalités
techniques de mise à disposition des effacements de consommation sur le système électrique en fonction
des orientations fixées par l'autorité administrative. Il propose les modalités correspondantes à l'autorité
administrative.
Les modalités de l'appel d'offres sont fixées par arrêté des ministres chargés de l'énergie et de l'économie.
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Le gestionnaire du réseau public de transport d'électricité est chargé d'analyser les offres et propose à
l'autorité administrative un classement des offres, selon des procédures concurrentielles, non
discriminatoires et transparentes. L'autorité administrative désigne le ou les candidats retenus. L'autorité
administrative a la faculté de ne pas donner suite à l'appel d'offres. Elle veille notamment à ce que ce
soutien apporte un bénéfice à la collectivité et à ce que la rémunération des capitaux immobilisés par le
ou les candidats retenus n'excède pas une rémunération normale des capitaux compte tenu des risques
inhérents à ces activités.
Le gestionnaire du réseau public de transport d'électricité est tenu de conclure, dans les conditions fixées
par l'appel d'offres, un contrat rémunérant les effacements de consommation du ou des candidats retenus
en tenant compte du résultat de l'appel d'offres. »
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7.4 Germany: DSR in Germany
7.4.1 Current status
7.4.1.1

Introduction

In the area of electricity supply, Germany has a functioning competitive system with an increasing rate of
supplier switching in household, commercial and industrial customer segments as well as a high degree
of liquidity in the balancing energy markets. In this respect, when it comes to the integration of new roles
such as that of the aggregator, supply competition should not be affected and impacts on the existing
competitive market participants must be neutral64.
In Germany, market access is organized via over 5000 balancing responsible parties (BRPs). Any market
participant needs to either become a BRP or coordinate via a BRP, in order to sell or buy electricity. The
main market for flexibility is the intraday (ID) market. All BRPs trading on that market can correct their
forecasts or react to changes in the market up to 30 minutes before real-time via the power exchanges
within the whole of Germany and up to real-time bilaterally within the four control zones. The market
does not discriminate and treats electricity regardless of its source. This system allows suppliers to
optimize their supply as well as buyers to correct the volumes, whenever better forecasts are available.
Recent examples65 have shown consistently that even up to 20GW in capacity can be mobilized or
demobilized in a few hours.
The activated volumes in 2015 in the balancing market have been reduced by half compared with 2007
figures supported by the liquidity in the intraday market66.

7.4.1.2

Roles and responsibilities

In the area of demand response (DR), either directly or through aggregation, competition is less effective.
One reason relates to current market price levels: they do not sufficiently mobilize consumers to provide
flexibility. Another reason relates to a regulatory barrier: consumers who wish to offer these services
directly or buy these flexibility services from third-party aggregators need the permission of their supplier,
before they can sell their flexibility to the market. A particular difficulty (beside others) is therefore the
requirement to reach a bilateral agreement on schedule exchange and compensation payments with the
consumer’s BRP and supplier since there are no existing regulatory standards. Aggregators therefore
cannot act independently in the German market and hence they cannot compete on a level-playing field
with suppliers offering flexibility services. The requirement to become a BRP to use the ID market or to
pre-qualify to offer services in the balancing market also exists for direct participation by (industrial)
consumers when offering their flexibility to the market.

64

One crucial element in this context is risk allocation. Market participants should bear the risk that they are
responsible for.
65

Agora, (2016) Analyse, Die Energiewende im Stromsektro: Stand der Dinge 2015 (https://www.agoraenergiewende.de/fileadmin/Projekte/2016/Jahresauswertung_2016/Agora_Jahresauswertung_2015_web.pdf),
Page 35
66
BDEW ( 2015) , Analyse und Bewertung von Möglichkeiten zur Weiterentwicklung des Regelenegiemarktes Strom,
(https://www.bdew.de/internet.nsf/id/EEFB3D0CC156E545C1257E52004CA962/$file/618_BDEW_EOM2.0Regelenergiemarkt.pdf), Page 11
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To improve third-party aggregators’ access to flexibility products and markets and to prepare the German
electricity system for future challenges - imposed by the so called “Energiewende” - a new guideline for
independent aggregators67 is presently under review by the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Energy and the German Regulatory Authority (see paragraph New Developments below).

7.4.1.3 Balancing responsibility scheme
The manager of a balancing group (BRP) ensures that the balance of capacity in the balancing group is
equal in every 15-minute period measured. How the energy balancing is affected by a transfer of energy
from one balancing group to another triggered by a DR activation is not considered in the current
framework and therefore requires bilateral agreements between the supplier-BRP and the aggregatorBRP. In case of direct participation, small consumers similarly need bilateral contracts with their supplier,
while consumers large enough to bid into the balancing markets become their own BRP.

7.4.1.4 Markets open to demand response
Demand response and aggregation are legally allowed in all German balancing market programs (FCR,
aFRR, mFRR). Redispatch however is applied to cure grid emergencies, which is why DR can only be used
for redispatch via the interruptible loads program. The interruptible loads program was originally designed
for large consumers connected to the high and extra high voltage grid but has been gradually opened to
smaller consumers and aggregators. Currently, the minimum bid size is 5 MW. Finally, DR can be offered
in the ID and DA markets, which are open for consumers working with their electricity suppliers (BRP).

In addition to the previously-mentioned markets and products there are also different kinds of reserves
in Germany. The grid reserve is designed to alleviate congestions in the grid to ensure system security
while the security reserve is used in case of a shortage of supply. Both types of reserves are only open for
generation. A new capacity reserve is planned to be open for DR but the details of the conditions of
participation are still being developed.

The following table shows the prequalified DR in MW in the balancing markets68 currently reported in the
German TSOs‘ prequalification portal69.
Balancing
market

FCR

aFRR pos.

aFRR neg.

mFRR pos.

mFRR neg.

Prequalified
DR in MW

156

405

436

479

465

67

Branchenleitfaden: Regelleistungserbringung durch Drittpartei-Aggregatoren gem. § 26a StromNZV (05.12.2016)

68

Pumped storages and batteries are not included.
Source: https://pq-portal.energy/
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7.4.1.5 Current market barriers70:
The following barriers to DR can be observed in Germany:
•

Roles and responsibilities do not enable independent aggregation. While some third-party
aggregators are active in the German market, they are not independent as they need the
permission of the supplier/BRP (which is their potential competitor) before being able to sell
customers’ flexibility in the market.

•

Consumers participating in aFRR and mFRR risk potential increases in grid tariffs for deviations
from their normal (flat) energy consumption profile, which constitutes a significant financial
disincentive for offering their flexibility in these markets. This does not apply to consumers in the
interruptible loads program.

•

Technical modalities remain generation centric with high requirements for the activation
duration.

•

Pre-qualification is required at the individual asset level.

Nevertheless, it can be stated that the number of pre-qualified decentral, small assets which are
participating in the balancing markets has significantly increased in the past few years. A lot of these assets
are participating via third-party aggregators. Overall, there are currently 252 DR units prequalified in
balancing markets71. Due to a relatively low price level combined with necessary IT requirements, the
attractiveness of these quite liquid markets seems limited.
And even though the previously-mentioned barriers might hinder the development of DR in some way, it
does not necessarily mean that all of them need to be abolished. The electricity system always has to be
considered as a whole. Many of these barriers exist for grid security or efficiency reasons and thus should
not be abandoned lightly.

7.4.2 New developments
In the beginning of November 2015, the German government made legislative proposals for a new
Electricity Market Act (Strommarktgesetz). Those proposals include changes to section 26 paragraph 3 in
the Ordinance on Electricity Network Access (Stromnetzzugangsverordnung - StromNZV) which aim at
opening balancing groups by the BRPs for independent aggregators offering DR services in aFRR and
mFRR. Subsequently, the German Regulatory Authority initiated a formal regulatory proceeding defining
the technical details and market processes. The different stakeholders (federal associations, TSOs and the
German energy agency) proposed the so-called “aggregator model”72 which is currently under review by
the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy and the German Regulatory Authority.

70

JRC (2016): Demand Response status in EU Member States

71

Figure taken from the German TSOs‘ prequalification portal in January 2017: https://pq-portal.energy/
Branchenleitfaden: Regelleistungserbringung durch Drittpartei-Aggregatoren gem. § 26a StromNZV (05.12.2016)

72
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The proposal details the “corrected model” which was initially brought forward by the German Regulatory
Authority. The foundation of this model is the agreement between the consumer and the independent
aggregator concerning the provision of flexibility. Thereby, the price for the flexibility service is
determined between the two parties. The aggregator in turn is reimbursed for his market participation
like any other market player. The consumer needs to inform his supplier about the possibility that the
customer will not fully consume the supplied energy at all times but that parts of the supplied energy will
be transferred to the balancing group of the aggregator. Once the flexibility contract is in operation,
schedules have to be exchanged between the supplier and aggregator which reflect the transfer of energy
from one balancing group to the other. Each independent aggregator is in charge of his balancing group
and cannot transfer the associated responsibility to another party. Since billing procedures are performed
per balancing group, an aggregator can only pool consumers within one control area.

The supplier is compensated by the consumer for the transfer of energy at the price for regular energy
delivery defined in the delivery contract. This means that the supplier is not only compensated for the
energy consumed by the customer but also for the baseline consumption which reflects the load without
the activation of flexibility. Therefore, the supplier is not financially impacted by the flexibility service.
However, the actual grid usage is determined and settled based on the energy measured at the meter.
The energy tax and all levies are also payed for the actual energy used by the consumer. Imbalances
caused by deviations from the provision of flexibility by the consumer are at the expense of the
independent aggregator.

The new model for the independent aggregator is planned to be realized in two phases. The full
implementation is envisioned to be completed in 2019.

An active participation of the demand side should be enabled, facilitated and stimulated. Introduction of
smart meters and smart settlement will allow for new products to be developed by market parties and
will stimulate the development of business cases that exploit an increasing price volatility. An increase of
the price elasticity of demand will help to unlock flexibility, which is required by the sustainable energy
system and will contribute to generation adequacy as it reduces the risk that the market cannot be
cleared.
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7.5 Luxemburg: DSR in Luxembourg
7.5.1 Current market model: Roles and responsibilities
Luxembourg is part of the DE/AT/LU bidding zone which allows LU market parties (consumers, generators,
retailers, traders) to access the organised markets for long-term, day-ahead and intraday products on the
bidding zone level.
Organised markets do not deliver directly into the Creos scheduling area but market parties need to
provide external commercial trade schedules between their Balance Groups in the Amprion and Creos
Scheduling Areas by 1:1 nomination.
Each consumption unit and generation unit is attributed to a single balance group of a balancing
responsible party which is generally the supplier. This entails that independent aggregators need to agree
with the supplier before they can sell flexibility to the market.
Market rules do currently not include any provisions how balance group transactions are affected
following DSR activation from independent aggregators. There has been very little interest signalled by
independent aggregators to offer services to LU consumers, hence there is currently no regulatory
framework for independent aggregators in place.
A consumer may also take over balancing responsibility himself or delegate it to a third party allowing for
instance to purchase electricity from several suppliers or directly on organised markets.
While LU consumers and generators can generally access organised markets on the bidding zone level this
is not the case for the access to the German TSOs balancing platform73. The absence of generation facilities
of significant size on the Creos grid means that the need for ancillary services, such as frequency
restoration, of the Creos grid cannot be fulfilled by internal resources entirely. For this reason, Creos has
subcontracted the sourcing of ancillary services and balancing energy to Amprion. However LU consumers
(and generators) are prevented to bid on the German TSOs balancing platform as the required technical
procedures and TSO coordination are currently not in place. Indeed, the LU potential to provide these
services has – thus far – been considered too low compared to the cost of enabling Luxembourgish grid
users to participate in the relevant market for ancillary services and balancing energy.
Summing up, the following market barriers are currently hampering the development of DSR activities in
Luxembourg:

73

•

Indirect access to organised markets adding a layer of complexity

•

Impossibility to access balancing market

•

Lack of market rules regarding DSR activation

•

Different regulatory framework for small market potential

https://www.regelleistung.net/
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7.5.2 Current developments of implicit and explicit DSR
The lack of access to ancillary service and balancing markets considerably limits the scope of explicit DSR
for LU consumers and generators and their service providers who want to sell this flexibility on the
German TSOs balancing platform. Flexible demand is currently prevented from the market timeframe
closest to real time which is the balancing timeframe. To facilitate the development of DSR in Luxembourg,
the LU potential to sell flexibility on the balancing market should be evaluated in detail and procedural
aspects to enable LU participation in, as a first step, the German balancing market should be further
analysed.
Besides balancing aspects, Creos TSO, has in the past looked into the potential savings that could be
achieved by reducing peak import capacity from the Amprion grid through demand response activation.
On the supply side, a provision in the support scheme for high efficiency cogeneration already incentivises
activation of cogenerations beyond a threshold of imported load, serving the objective to reduce import
peaks. However, additional potential savings from peak import capacity optimisation alone would not
justify investments into DSR technologies.
Furthermore, the current network tariff structure for medium and high voltage consumers gives
incentives to reduce peak demand, though these incentives do not seem high enough to justify
investments into specific DSR technologies.
Suppliers are free to apply dynamic pricing to consumers equipped with appropriate metering
infrastructure hence opening up opportunities for implicit demand response.
The consumers connected to the industrial grid operated by SOTEL which are not part of the DE/AT/LU
bidding zone but of the French or Belgian bidding zone are not further considered in this country report
with regard to their capability to provide DSR services to France or Belgium.

7.5.3 New developments
The ongoing smart meter rollout – 95% of end-users will be equipped with a smart meter by 2020 – is
likely to considerably increase the technical potential for demand response, especially for grid users
connected to the low voltage grid, who are currently unable to access any form of dynamic pricing. New
technologies such as e-mobility, storage, smart appliances and heat pumps may increase the number of
residential demand side resources and increase the potential value of these resources for the system
In order to enable the use of this potential, the feasibility of granting consumers access to markets where
they can offer their flexibility needs to be reassessed. In view of the expected increase in demand-side
potential, access to the relevant flexibility markets and platforms needs to be simple and straightforward.
Once this access is in place, the role of demand-side flexibility resources in Luxembourg largely depends
on the market potential for such resources in Germany.
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7.6 Netherlands: DSR in the Netherlands
7.6.1 Current Market model (roles)
In the Netherlands every connection on the grid has been balance responsible from the beginning of
liberalisation. The idea behind this is that everyone has the same access to the grid, whether it is a
consumer, producer or a connection with a combination of the two. This gives a core role to the balance
responsible party (BRP) that is responsible for the imbalance between the nominated position and the
final allocated volume within its portfolio. Within such a BRP portfolio, several actors can be active, e.g.
suppliers, producers, (large) consumers, traders, companies managing a portfolio of generation and load,
balance service providers (BSPs), aggregators, etc.
Each party can choose a supplier, BRP and metering company for each connection. However, for smaller
connections such as households, the supplier of that connection has the legal obligation to arrange the
balance responsibility of this connection. Besides these above mentioned market roles, the customer can
contract any additional commercial party as a service provider. Basis for these kind of constructions is
smart metering that is already in place for connections larger than 3*80A. Central roll out of smart meters
for small consumers is in process and the first products based on the smart meter start to appear.

7.6.2 Interaction between the roles
Since the owner/user of a connection has the responsibility to arrange for balance responsibility, many
parties, including suppliers/retailers have outsourced this in one way or the other. This has led to a variety
of mature service providers. Some larger energy companies provide BRP services, but there are also
individual service providers only providing BRP services. Some of these bear the balance responsibility
risks for their customers, while others provide more portfolio or contract optimisation. Many start-up
retailers typically outsource their balance responsibility to these kind of service providers. In most cases,
it is the supplier who chooses the BRP.

7.6.3 Balance responsibility scheme
As described above, the main principle is that every grid connection is balance responsible. BRPs are
settled on a portfolio basis, meaning that the settlement is done according to the net imbalance
(allocation based on metered values versus nominated positions) in the portfolio of supply, demand and
trade in a portfolio). The allocated volume is based on metered data for large connections and profiles in
case of small connections (without a 15 minute metering).

7.6.3.1

Interaction of the BRP concept and the balancing market

The imbalance price on which the BRPs are settled is equal to the marginal price of the highest (by the
TSO) activated bid in the balancing energy market that was needed to balance the system. BSPs are settled
on the same price (across all the used balancing products), this eliminating wrong arbitrage possibilities,
as a BSP is always exposed to Balancing Responsibility as well. BRPs strive to be in balance, but also have
the possibility to respond to the system imbalance, which is published each minute (with a two minute
delay) by the TSO. This is called passive contribution. It is de facto delivering energy to the system, without
a complex prequalification and measuring process. Even if this passive contribution brings the BRP to a
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larger imbalance, as long as it helps the system as a whole the BRP will benefit as it has moved in the right
direction, thus reducing its imbalance risk.

An important precondition for the above mentioned approach is single marginal pricing, which is the case.
This is a cross product price. Only in times of double sided activation (up and down) or if no activation in
the same ISP a dual price is set.

TenneT is a reactive TSO, meaning that it leaves as much as possible up to the market parties (BRPs). It
therefore mainly uses aFRR74 to balance the system, although also a scheduled mFRR75 product and a
direct activated mFRR76 product (incident reserve) exist. All products are open for all technologies and
connections (e.g. storage, DSR) that comply with the requirements. For aFRR and incident reserve a prequalification procedure exists. Scheduled mFRR is provided through corrections of BRP portfolios, so a
pre-qualification is not needed. The same is valid for passive contribution: no pre-qualification needed.

7.6.4 Current developments implicit/explicit DSR
Implicit DSR has been in the market from the beginning. It is incorporated in the BRP portfolios, mostly
under some kind of structured contract, where the BRP and DSR provider have arranged for some kind of
optimisation scheme. Some very large consumers are active on the market themselves. An interesting
example of aggregated access to the market are several pools of greenhouses (with or without CHP). In
practice the passive contribution of BRPs is a low threshold means to enter in the balancing market. Many
BRPs use this to include DSR.
Explicit DSR has only been visible in the direct activated or incident reserve market (mFRR), that until
recently was mainly open for demand. Other explicit DSR is present in contracts in the market among
market parties, but that is not very visible.

7.6.5 New developments
One of the issues to be solved with DSR is the grid tariff structure where the contracted capacity is
automatically set for a whole year if a consumer is delivering occasional responses to the market. At the
moment an amendment in the tariff code is under discussion to allow for the use of free network capacity
at times when it is available.
From a market perspective there is no different treatment of demand compared to supply, so there is no
need to arrange for other measures from that perspective. The owner/user of a large connection can
arrange for his balance responsibility with any constellation of service providers.

74

aFRR: automatic frequency restoration reserves

75

Scheduled mFRR: manual frequency restoration reserves

76

Direct activated mFRR
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Recently, a new opportunity was created: as from 1/1/2017 it is possible, even for small connections, to
be settled against the 15 minute meter readings values coming from the smart meter. This unlocks DSR
opportunities also for smaller connections with a smart meter through their supplier/BRP.
Furthermore, a new proposal which is under the evaluation of the regulator is to enable more than one
allocation point per connection. Each allocation point must have his own smart meter and a supplier/BRP.
This allows for more BRPs/supplier combinations on one connection. This way, a customer has the
possibility to choose a supplier for his home and another for the charging of his electric vehicle (EV), for
example.

Future developments are also being discussed between a group of stakeholders (associations of suppliers,
BRPs, DSOs, TSOs, Larger customers the ministry of economic affairs, regulators, etc.). This group is called
“Overleg Tafel Energievoorziening”. A task-force flexibility is started last year. Under discussion, besides
the current developments, are concepts as an “independent aggregator” (with balancing responsibility
for his positions) and/or the separation of the supplier and BRP role also for smaller connections. This last
model enables an independent choice for the customer of his BRP, supplier and other service providers
like aggregators ESCOs etc. Another topic is to further develop the market conditions congestion
management on a DSO level. Improvements of the congestion management legislation on TSO level are
also discussed.

7.6.6 Current market conditions
Generally speaking the threshold to enter the market as a supplier is relatively low. The value of flexibility
is given through the market and new suppliers continue to enter the market with several kind of services
in the value chain. New supplier entrants and existing market players expect that the business case for
the ability to respond to price differences will improve in the coming years.
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7.7 Switzerland: DSR in Switzerland
7.7.1 Definition:
Demand side response (DSR) is actually understood as an actively changed load or small generation
triggered by a Demand side management (DSM) system.

7.7.2 General situation in Switzerland:
DSR, particular for load, has been and is exercised in a number of parts of Switzerland for years by using
a DSM in the form of ripple control (Rundsteuerung). The mostly integrated utilities use DSR in a variety
of ways but mostly explicit in a two tariff system. In the case where the customer agrees that DSM is used,
he gets a special tariff.
Since 2014 flexibility of the customer is not only used by the utilities for peak shaving, but also by
independent flexibility service providers (FSP) who aggregate DSR in a pool and participate in the
balancing market..

7.7.3 Legal situation in Switzerland:
DSR and DSM is actually not explicitly defined in the law (Stromversorgungsgesetz (StromVG)).
The association of electricity enterprises (VSE) typically lays down rules with higher granularity (codes).
Hence, the distribution code of CH states that the DSO controls resources connected to the network, i.e.
specifically demand. Furthermore, the VSE developed a code for the integration of FSP or poolers into the
ancillary services (AS) market. The code describes the relationship and responsibilities between
participating market players for AS provision with the assets assigned to the FSP (aggregator), the TSO,
DSO and Balancing group (BG)
The code was introduced in October 2013 followed by adaptations of the contractual framework and
processes for AS, executed by Swissgrid.

7.7.4 Main adaptations of the contractual framework on ancillary
services
7.7.4.1

Definition of a virtual production unit – modification of the Swissgrid contractual framework

The contracts of Balancing Group Responsibles (BRP) with Swissgrid were adapted to
•

define the virtual generating unit

•

define the generating pools

According to Swissgrid a virtual generating unit is defined as follows:
Virtual generating unit: So-called virtual generating units also belong to the group of generating
units. Virtual generating units consist of a reasonable number of technical units (TU), such as heat
pumps, small cogeneration units or other units with feed - in/feed - out options, typically on grid
levels 5 and 7. The virtual generating unit is characterized by the fact that the TU are gathered
together into individual feed - in/feed - out nodes in terms of operational planning, control and
monitoring. The pooling of consumers and consumer groups corresponds to this identification.
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The criteria that used to gather TU together into a virtual generating unit may be agreed upon
individually with Swissgrid as part of the prequalification. In the monitoring for Swissgrid, the
virtual generating unit is the smallest supply unit. To form data aggregation, however, the
provider must set up separate monitoring for all TUs.

7.7.5 Pooling in practice
7.7.5.1

Participation in Swissgrid tenders and description of the process for pooling of TUs for the AS
market

In accordance with the legislative framework, Swissgrid has been purchasing ancillary services since 1
January 2009 in accordance with a transparent, non-discriminatory and market-based procedure. The
invitations to tender take place daily, weekly or monthly, depending on the product.
In order to be able to participate, the FSP or aggregator has to go through a qualification process as any
other participant in the tendering the different AS market products.
For the process and relations please see also Fig. XX
➢ Possibility to integrate units into a pool without prior consent of the BRP
In order to facilitate the participation of demand side response in the balancing market the access of the
FSP to resources is not through the responsible BG (BRP). . The BRP has in the new process the role of a
third party.. This means, that a technical unit can be integrated in a balancing pool without the prior
consent of the third party BRP. The contracted relationship between the technical unit and the BRP is not
relevant. The information regarding the affiliation of the of the TU to the BRP is given by the DSO to the
TSO.
The aggregator or FSP concludes a framework contract with the TSO (Swissgrid) for the integration of the
pool / the flexible loads into the balancing market.
Moreover a contract is concluded between the aggregator and the consumer that is willing to market
his/her flexibility so that the TU can be used on the balancing market. 77
➢ Central settlement by the TSO
Swissgrid not only takes over the operational settlement of the bidding procedure and the activation release order, but also the settlement between the balancing groups and the accounting with the
aggregators according to the delivered balancing energy. After the delivery period the TSO manages the
settlement and accounting between the aggregator and the BRP for deviations caused by the pooler in
the balancing groups, by a post scheduling process.

77

VSE
Dokument,
Regelpooling,
http://www.strom.ch/fileadmin/user_upload/Dokumente_Bilder_neu/010_Downloads/Branchenempfehlung/VSE
_RP-PR_CH_2013_D.pdf
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Figure 8 schematic overview, Source VSE ; SFOE

7.7.6 Outlook on the legal situation in Switzerland
The Swiss Energy Supply Act in Switzerland (Stromversorgungsgesetz (StromVG)) will be reviewed in the
near future. The public consultation on a first draft of an amendment to this Act has been announced for
autumn 2018. In this context, the role of aggregators will be further discussed. The revision of the law will
also take on the subject of flexibility in more details as today. While the principles will stay the same, more
legal certainty can be expected, particular about the non-discriminatory use of flexibility for market and
for network purpose.
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8 Barriers and obstacles to the development of DSR in the
Penta-Region based on the Penta Technical Background
Paper on Demand Response (2016)
Many barriers and obstacles for the development of DSR in the Penta-region still exist. This section
presents, a (non-exhaustive) overview of the most important remaining barriers, obstacles and open
issues78.

a. The need for scarcity prices
For Demand Side Response to become apparent, price signals revealing the abundance/scarcity on
electricity markets are required, since this provides consumers with an incentive to adapt their
consumption in a similar way as producers adapt their generation. This includes equal access to all market
segments, including balancing (and also adequacy) mechanisms, for all players connected to the grid.
Consumers will only reduce or shift their demand at prices that compensate for the non-created added
value (usually a multiple of the normal electricity price79) or the time-shift in consumption. In cases with
abundant (flexible) generation (over)capacity80 in the market, there is little incentive for consumers to
invest in making their consumption more flexible and responsive to price signals. This may change as quite
some (conventional) generation is currently leaving the market. As reserve margins might be dwindling
across Europe and the Penta-region, it may be cost-effective to look into all possible alternatives (including
DSR, flexible generation and storage, the three major sources of flexibility) and create a level-playing field
between them to solve issues with peak load adequacy.

b. The need to enable consumers to react to prices through implicit
DSR
Consumers may valorise their flexibility through hourly or quarter-hourly wholesale market-based retail
tariffs (so called “real-time pricing”). Putting in place real-time pricing requires:
•
•
•
•

78

Consumer settlement to be performed using actual interval consumption data.
Registration of consumption data to be aligned on the Imbalance Settlement Period.
Tariff allocation and reconciliation processes being linked to the wholesale market.
A clear framework for data management, including third-party non-discriminatory access
to metering data (upon consumer approval), based on the respective (legal) roles and
responsibilities of the involved parties (e.g. specifically for TSOs and DSOs).

These might differ between Penta-countries, based on the diverging evolution of DSR in each of the countries

79

This added value is (in normal conditions) higher than the cost of electricity. It is also important to note that the
price on the customer bill is a multiple of the (average) wholesale market price, due to additional costs for taxes and
levies, and through the addition of tariffs.
80

Especially if subsidized, thus creating also other distortions in the merit order
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•

Enhanced price signals: The energy component represents on average only about 35% of
the retail price81 in Europe. Network fees as well taxes and levies may represent fixed
components which make variations in the price of energy less noticeable for consumers.

c. The need for a clear market framework for explicit DSR
•

81

Ownership of flexibility and market constraints: It should become clear that flexibility is owned
by the party delivering the flexibility82 (in the case of DSR the consumer, who must have the right
to valorize his flexibility), until the moment that this flexibility is sold to another party, which will
then be the owner; the final owner will be the user of this flexibility in real-time. This means that
a Flexibility Service Provider (FSP) (such as an aggregator), a role in many countries still to be
legally defined properly, will only be the owner of flexibility when he has a contract with its client
(customer). As long as sufficient competition is not yet established in all countries and in all
customer segments, consumers may have difficulties to find a counterpart to effectively market
the ability to respond to prices. Furthermore, legal and regulated means need to be put in place
to allow consumers to valorize their flexibility.
• Consumers should be able to valorize their flexibility: in many Penta-countries (except
currently France and Switzerland), the aggregator cannot have a contract for flexibility
with a customer, or sell this flexibility, without prior agreement with the affected supplier
and/or his BRP, which limits the freedom of a consumer to valorize his flexibility in the
market. Neither BRPs/suppliers nor aggregators should be discriminated through the
process of third party aggregation. This requires putting in place a clear framework
preventing retailers from blocking market access, while avoiding any significant
imbalance risk for them (point below).
Whether the consumer should be able to valorize his flexibility without the prior agreement of his
supplier remains a fundamental point of discussion. Nevertheless, and especially in countries and
market segments with insufficient competition, this point remains a clear barrier to the
development of DSR if the supplier would not be interested nor inclined in allowing this to be
offered to other market actors.
• Transfer of energy and impact on balancing responsibility: When performing a DSRactivation, an FSP, such as an independent aggregator, transfers energy from the
perimeter of the BRP of the supplier of the impacted consumers to the balancing
perimeter of another market party. This transfer of energy must therefore be associated
with fair remuneration of the original supplier of the energy to the consumer (while
preserving balancing incentives). This fairness is only possible when the metering of the
DSR is sufficient and requires a proper baseline for consumption of the parties delivering
DSR / flexibility. Several measurement methodologies are already in place in Europe and
elsewhere. Defining a proper baseline could for example be done by using nominations
or consumption volumes in previous quarter hours, but this topic still requires more indepth analysis and discussion. The same applies to metering data within the timeframe
of the imbalance settlement period and the transfer of this data between different

Energie-Control, MEHK and VaasaETT, Household Energy Price Index, p. 7 (source)

82

Taking into account correction of the perimeters of the involved BRPs as well as compensation of the supplier for
the energy
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•

•

parties. The exchange of all relevant data has to be defined in order to minimize the
impact on all involved actors. To the extent that a DSR action has an impact on the
operations and perimeter of the supplier and his BRP, these should have access to real
time data in order to assess the impact and be able to take the required actions. While
appropriate rules should be put in place to avoid significant imbalances to BRPs, and for
the settlement of the deferred or diminished consumption volume (MWh), participation
to DSR should be voluntary and should not be allowed to be prohibited for the consumer
by any other party (except for temporal grid security issues)83. Commercial and
contractual constraints in energy contracts should not be allowed to lock out consumers
from offering their flexibility to the markets and to regulated products from system
operators for ancillary services, congestion management etcetera. This point also remains
a fundamental discussion point. It requires defining a functioning model to solve the
issues of the transfer of energy between the different parties, preferably similar or at least
compatible in different markets, countries and timeframes.
Lack of clear definitions on roles and responsibilities of flexibility service providers: It is
important to define and allow new roles84, such as those of flexibility service providers
(e.g. aggregators and Energy Services Companies (ESCOs)). Allowing Flexibility Service
Providers to participate should increase competition and unlock the potential of large
ranges of (small) demand facilities to find their way to the markets and regulated
products.
DSOs and TSOs should work in close cooperation: Even more close cooperation between
DSOs and TSOs is needed in the future to make sure that solving balancing issues on a
control area or regional level does not negatively impact the grid security on distribution
grids.

d. The need for non-discriminatory access to all markets
•

DSR should be allowed in all market time frames and all regulated products: DSR can
participate in both the energy market (in different timeframes, from intraday over dayahead to longer timeframes) as well as regulated products from system operators (such
as ancillary services, congestion management services or strategic reserve products).
Nevertheless, many of these markets and products have (historically) been tuned to the
locally available (central) generation assets (and to a lesser extent demand assets). It is of
utmost importance that all markets and products allow for both generation and demand

83

A contract between a consumer and a supplier/BRP is binding. However, a consumer should not be prohibited to
change contracts, meaning that in case a consumer wants to market its flexibility but cannot under its contractual
arrangement with his supplier, he can change supplier/contract in order to get this ability to market his flexibility.
Nevertheless, alegally recognized right to valorize flexibility will supersede any contractual arrangements and
limitations on this point
84

“Need for clearly defined roles for market participants: This is clearly an issue which presents stakeholders with
difficulties, though there are differing views among them on the exact delineation between roles. The lack of clarity
regarding the role of aggregators as well as the relationship between TSOs, DSOs and market operators is
problematic” (CEER, 2014, p. 18, available here)
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•

participation, including aggregated demand, in order to increase competition and lower
the overall cost of the system85.
Barriers to aggregation should be abolished: Rules for participation into the different
market segments and programs should take into account the possibility for a pool of load
to be bid as single resource. The inclusion of aggregated loads is crucial for the
participation of smaller consumers in electricity markets, encompassing a vast volume of
DSR as illustrated in the graph below86.

Figure 9 Activated DSR bids in the French Balancing Market (MWh/y), Source RTE

Such an approach lies in line with the intention of national initiatives that are currently being
taken within the Penta-region as well as elsewhere) and should enable the cheapest solutions to
emerge.
• Discrimination between generation, load and storage in product requirements in
tendering for balancing products, strategic reserves, and other flexibility
markets/products should be abolished whenever possible without jeopardizing system
security, opening the market for full competition to the benefit of all consumers by
lowering the total cost of the system. Currently, the product requirements are still
focused on conventional generation and therefore often ask too much such that DSR
cannot (easily) participate. All regulated products should be purchased in such a way that
the maximum number of players can participate. Product requirements should be made
technology agnostic, so that also other (new) sources, like DSR, can deliver the service
and comply with the requirements. Product requirements should be based on the needs
of the system and not on any specific generation patterns. Under no circumstances, it can
be accepted that the overall system security is compromised.
• DSOs should be allowed to purchase flexibility to solve congestion problems: Today
TSOs usually have market based options to solve congestion problems on the high voltage
levels of the system. But with the upcoming renewable production facilities at the lower
voltage levels of the system (medium voltage to low voltage) DSOs usually do not have
many options to solve congestion problems other than the curtailment of portions of the
grid. DSOs should be allowed to solve congestion issues on the medium and low voltage

85

Taking into account the requirements that exist for specific regulated products.

86

E.g. France, where for the period 2009-2013, the part of activated bids provided by industrials (directly, and not
through an aggregator) decreased dramatically between 2009 (100%) and 2013 (less than 5%) towards aggregator
volumes
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levels of the system by acquiring flexibility offered by market parties. New product
definitions and markets need to be defined by the DSOs and other involved parties.

e. The need for a long-term regulatory framework at EU-level
•

•

Lack of consistency between legislations/regulations & lack of harmonization of
(national) grid codes: DSR development across Europe is hampered by the lack of
consistency between supranational, national, regional and local legislation and
regulations, making it difficult to leverage solutions and experiences from one case to the
next. Lack of harmonization of (national) grid codes introduces differences in technical
requirements. National grid codes often still represent thresholds for market access, as
they are generally based on generation needs and capabilities, which should be adapted
to take into account the specifics and capabilities of DSR, if necessary by adapting the
definition of standard products. The lack of consistency and harmonization between
legislations and regulations leads to a lower overall efficiency and increases the cost for
the development of DSR. The end goal would be to establish competition in the markets
for electricity supply and end consumer services in all Member States. Legal and regulated
means need to be put in place to allow consumers to valorize their flexibility and ensure
sufficient competition in all countries and all customer segments. However, it should be
clear that harmonization is not a goal in itself but should create more value in the total
system.
Lack of cross-border competition: Cross-border and internal market lead times and gate
closure times differ. This leads to situations where foreign market players cannot
compete effectively with national players.

f. Other barriers
•

Insufficient awareness & forward visibility & regulatory uncertainty: Consumers should
be made aware of the potential value of their flexibility. For decades, industrial load was
invited (and in some cases incentivized) to be stable or at least predictable. However, in
a market environment flexibility has a value, which increases with reserve margins
disappearing and the share of intermittent renewables in generation increasing. In
general, consumers should be free to consume electricity at the moment of their choice.
Non-consumption at certain moments requires consumers’ anticipation, planning and
often also investments, such as buffers, measuring equipment, investments in making
consumption units flexible, investments to keep installations in standby, etcetera, and
comes with a cost, such as non-energetic costs during periods of load reduction as well as
organizational costs for catering to DSR participation. In order for consumers to invest in
DSR, a stable framework with a fair87 remuneration is required. This relates to regulatory
uncertainty: Rapid changes to energy policies decrease market actors’ trust and thus
sustainability of DSR solutions88, which may leave consumers with exposure to lost

87

In a competitive environment, fair prices are set by the market. In a regulated environment, prices can be set
either based on a market or by the regulator or other decision making entity.
88

Regulatory uncertainty plays in general for all market participants in all the different markets and segments of the
electricity markets
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•

•

investments and a generally higher level of risk for the development of DSR solutions.
Moreover, consumers should also get exposed to a (price) signal to which they can react.
This requires also access to meters that allow to monitor their reaction to these price
signals. It needs to be underlined that the metering data remains in all circumstances the
property of the consumer and can in principle only be communicated to other involved
and relevant commercial parties if approved by him, or through law/regulation based on
roles and responsibilities.
Lack of incentives for upward participation in flexibility: The relationships between
reducing/increasing peak/off-peak demand and system balancing are fluid, but DSR can
also be used to increase demand when that is desirable for an increasingly unpredictable
generation portfolio and balancing (CEER). DSR can also be conceived to cater not only
for lowering consumption but also for increasing consumption if so required, for example
in moments of higher than expected intermittent power generation, based on adequate
(price) signals. This however should require also taking into account the (potential)
negative effects of such higher consumption on for example (peak) grid tariffs89, which
could provide barriers (in timeframes when there is abundant transport capacity) to the
development of symmetric DSR products. Of course, these considerations have to include
all the effects of changing (peak) grid tariffs on the electricity system since the tariffs are
designed to support a cost-efficient development of the grid90.
Lack of a framework for accounting the full (reservation and activation) cost of flexibility
products in regulated products91: When comparing different sources of flexibility for
regulated products, the overall costs should be considered, both reservation and
activation costs, as the opportunity (activation) costs of DSR actions can be very high
(often a multiple of the average power price), while the investment and related
reservation costs are often much lower than for generation facilities. A level-playing field
taking into account the full cost of the different sources of flexibility in regulated products
should thus be put in place.

89

E.g. monthly or yearly consumption peak tariffs by consumers. Deferring consumption to a later point in time or
increasing consumption to alleviate incompressibility issues might lead to higher monthly or yearly peak loads, thus
resulting in higher grid costs over long periods (e.g. months or years) that erode or even annihilate the benefits for
the consumer from DSR participation, despite the benefits of this DSR to the stability of the system.
90

Grid tariffs based on (contracted) peak loads incentivize grid customers to consider the impact of their
respective peak loads onto the overall system / network infrastructure. This is an important pricing
element ensuring an efficient grid development based on customers’ needs.
91

It is important to ensure a balance between the overall cost of all regulated products for the system and the
efficiency of acquiring the required reserves by system operators. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the
Network Code Electricity Balancing explicitly foresees a separation of balancing capacity and balancing energy pricing
Balancing capacity is a general ‘insurance’ to the system, and should be borne by all system users (through tariffs),
while balancing energy is a cost linked to imbalance of specific BRP(s) and should be allocated to BRP(s) through the
imbalance settlement price.
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